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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The dramatic works of William Saroyan pose an interesting and refreshing study for scholars and students of ·
literature because they exist outside the mainstream of the
American'literary tradition in that they depart from the
prevalent naturalism of Saroyan's milieu.

While there is

still much that is negative and pessimistic in Saroyan's
plays, the dominant tenor is one of optimism based on belief
in the volition, goodness, and responsibility of individuals

and of the human race.

Doubtless, his personal life forms

the basis for both the bleakness and the hope which appear in
all his works, including several genres other than drama.

Saroyan's extensive literary efforts, influenced by various
unusual persons, take many forms, typically experimental, and
his results are frequently criticized for the very qualities
that distinguish them.
Before the twentieth century, American drama was negligible as literature.

Only with the debut of Eugene O'Neill

in the 192O's did America gain claim to a dramatist of national

2

and international importance. 1 His contributions, along with
those of Maxwell Anderson, were the first to supercede the
limits of regionalism, to attain true tragic import, and to
experiment with new, more realistic theatrical forms.

Falling

in with the general temper of the period, O'Neill and Anderson,
as well as later lesser !mown, but important playwrights
(Clifford Odets, Thornton Wilder, Lillian Hellman), produced
heavily naturalistic plays.

Like the novelists and short story

writers_ of the 1920' s, these playwrights were obsessed with the
• pitiful plight of man helpless before the social and natural
forces they believed controlled him.2
Naturalism, the ultimate in realism, was not precisely
defined before the late 1800's.

Writers have for centuries

been aware of and presented in their creations, at least obliquely,
the wealmesses of man and the psychological, hereditary, and
social pressures that mold him.3 ·However, not until the 1920's
did these ideas become a philosophy of man--an expla..;ation, the
explanation of humanity.

Literary naturalism broadened to

include new ideas after the 1920's, but the concern with heredity,
1 Fred B. Millet, Contemporary American Authors: A
Critical Survey and 219 Bio-Bibliographies (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Company, 1940), pp. 98, 104.
2 Robert E. Spiller, ed., !:,_ Time of Harvest: American
Literature 1910-1960 (New York: Hill .and Wang, 1962), pp. 46-51,
3John Gassner, ed., Treasury o f ~ Theatre (New York:
Simon and Schuster; 1963), pp. 2--6.
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environment, chance, and determinism had become ingrained in
American thinking.

Naturalistic writings in America were first

patterned after those of .fun:ue Zola, and they were developed
as a result of dissatisfaction with romanticism and a desire
to represent realistically the everyday life of people who
compose the masses of the human race.

As writers thus began to

look closely at the true nature of ordinary human lives, giving
~mphasis to detail, they were overcome by the sordidness, futility, _and blindness thereof.

The ideas of Marx and Darwin

- strengthened the literary fascination with naturalism.

Natu-

ralistic characters usually exhibit -strong animal drives and
are materialistic, helpless pawns of biological nesires and
social pressures, driven by chance and accident, and doomed to
failure through personal disintegration or death.

Actually,

naturalism, like romanticism, is a heightened view of one aspect
of life but is often said to be a more accurate picture of life
than realism.4 American literature continues to exhibit elements
of naturalism.

It is difficult for creative genius to escape

this r,agativism.
William Saroyan believes he has done just that, though,
and an examination of his drama validates his claim.

His

-4M,H. Abrams,! Glossary of Literary Terms (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 19571, pp. 73-75,
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autobiographies, memoirs, letters, and miscellaneous works of
exposition provide a background study of his life and ·the
philosophy he lived and worked by-the philosophy that comes
through in his q.rama and frees it from the hopelessness and
loss of naturalism although it was written at the same time
other major American playwrights were bound by this bleak vi·ew
of man.

In these works Saroyan stresses the influence of his·

Armenian heritage, of his early education, both formal and
informal, of the jobs he held as a youth, and of his struggle.to
. find his purpose.
own character:

He makes evident much of the nature of his

the exuberance, daw:itless optimism, and thinking

that surmount a deep concern with death_and loneliness.
Saroyan was born August 31, 1908, in Fresno, California,
to immigrant Armenian parents, Armenak, age thirty-four; and
Takoohi, age twenty-six.

Saroyan describes his birth thus:

"· •• I came into the world, sick to death with astonishment,
anger and gladness." 5 The opposing strains of optimism and
pessimism in Saroyan's nature are implicit here, but note the
dominanc:e of the former.
death is obvious.

Immediately, Saroyan's concern with

He connects death with birth.

Throughout

his life, Saroyan attempts to find a suitable means for dealing
5william Saroyan, The Bicycle Rider in Beverly Hills
(New.York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1952), p. 116.
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with, accepting, or overcoming death,

As he remembers it,

this problem first.became critical to him when his father
died three years after he was born.

Saroyan had only one

memory of. his father before they were separated. 6 Soon after,·
he was taken to the Fred Finch Orphanage in Oakland, California,
I

where he again experienced death, in the form of geographical
separation, when his mother left him, his brother Henry·, and
his sisters Cosette and Zabel to take a job in San Francisco.
At once, Saroyan began trying to find out who he was, where
· ·he belonged, and what his purpose was. 7
During his stay at Fred Finch, Saroyan confronted death
on two other counts,

One was his first conscious bout with

illness and his first intuitive knowledge of its remedy:
I have written of this first illness at least a
half dozen times over the past thirty years ••• ,
It was my first taste of death, my first awareness
of the true nature of myself-that is, a thing which
must perish at last •
• • • , Death was there, death was in myself, and
yet I was there too, desperately in need of the
answer to· death, love, tg come by magic from the outside and work a miracle.
This reaction to sickness involves a.n accurate but little perceived recognition of its nature,

Saroyan came to realize that

illness is not merely physical:

6rbid., PP• 171-172.

7.!!&£., P• _173,

8rbid., pp. 105-106.
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To be ill is to be out of harmony with all
things • • . • It is an event of the soul more
than of the body . • . . No human event is exclusively an event of the body or an event of the
soul. Every human event is an event of both. 9
This knowledge of the unity of spirit and body is an important
_ part of Saroyan's philosophy•. The second confrontation with
death occurred when Saroyan saw a small boy sitting on the steps
of his home crying while a casket was carried out,

He was

deeply affected by this sight and longed to give the lost one
back to.the boy.

He experimented with faith, love, two cans and

·water, trying to make water goo~ itself from the full can to
the empty can, believing that if he could perform this miracle
he could achieve resurrection by the same gifts.
succeed:
/

"The dead did not come back.

He did not

Death remained death, nlO

Saroyan" s quarrel with death did not end here.

He could not yet

accept it, so he continued to seek an answer to it:
I refused to accept the theory that things
end, including my father. I refused to believe
that my father was dead. (In the sense that
every man is his father, I wasn •t much mistaken.)
All thesame I felt impelled from the time I
knew I had memory to do something about the past,
ab0ut endings, about human death.ll
The orphanage influenced Saroyan in other ways as well.
It was there that he learned his respect for schedules.

There,

too, he discovered the stagnation and frustration resulting from
9Ibid. , p. 104.

lOibid. , p. 171.

llwilliam Saroyan, The William Saroyan Reader (New York:
George Braziller, Inc., -1958), p. xi.
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boredom.

Saroyan was bored at the orphanage from the time

his mother left him holding a small mechanical toy caJJ.ed
~

Jigger until he himself left.

~

The boredom did not.stop

here, but was added to later in Fresno when he was again living
with his family.

Its -continuous presence influenced liis decision

to write.12
When Saroyan was seven, his family was reunited in
Fresno.

Saroyan entered the public schools at Fresno i~mediately,

and by the time he was eight he was holding his first part t:j.tne
· job as a newsboy to help support the family.

Later he worked as

a telegraph messenger and from time-to time as·a vineyard laborer.
Neither the public schools nor the jobs. suited Saroyan:
I didn't want to go to school,
work on a vineyard, I didn't want
But it was necessary for me to go
on a vineyard, to be a messenger.
also from the time I was eight to
twelve to sell papers.13
The problem was again one of boredom.

I didn't want to
to be a messenger,
to school, to work
It was necessary
the time I was
The boredom came from

spiritual poverty, a scarcity of ideas, which Saroyan found
unbearable even then, but its effect was ultimately beneficient:
I was starved for ideas, nobody had any first rate
ones to share with me, so I had to try to invent or
discover my own. In the most commonplace, tiresome,
ridiculous, malicious, coarse, crude, or even crooked
people or events I had to seek out rare things, good
things, comic things, and I did so.14
12saroyan, The Bicycle Rider in Beverly Hills, pp. 20, 43.
13~•• p. 31.

14Ibid. , p. 45.
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This ability to see and foster goodness and beauty in people
and.events around him is one of the characteristics that helped
Saroyan to create dramatic works filled with the same goodness
and beauty.
Saroyan was the kind of student teachers dislike,
~!critical, sarcastic, and precocious, 11 15 tald.ng pleasure in
correcting and belittling his teachers.

He could be docile and

compliant, but only until his boredom became intolerable.

Hence,

nearly all his memories of school are negative,· and he never
· ·1earned respect for any formal system of education.

He came to

believe that.individuals learn on their own from other sources
what they need to know, with the exception, of course, of
material in specialized fields such as medicine and engineering.16
Saroyan resented school more than he did working at jobs he did
not care about:
Most of all I ·resented school, but I never
resented learning. In fact, the reason I resented
school was that the system of teaching involved
was hopeless, foolish, meaningless, .and a powerful
annoyance to me . • • • I resented school because
the system of teaching did not suit me. I felt I
had a right to expect it to sitli; me
well as it
suited the others, and the teachers . . • • there is
no use pretending that I was ever above not hating
both.17

as

1 5Ibid. , p. 33.
16william Saroyan, Letters from 74 Rue Taitbout (New York:
The World Publishing Company, 1969!,pp-.89-90.
1 7saroyan, The Bicycle Rider in Beverly Hills, pp. 31-32,
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Saroyan remembers with horror the depressing buildings, the
miserable teachers, the grimness of the whole business.

He

never finished high schooi.18
School first made Saroyan aware of his Armenian heritage
as a factor that set him apart from other people and somehow
made him unusual.

Both in the schools and in the town of

Fresno being Armenian was of special significance, and the
children of Armenian immigrants had real difficulty dis·covering
how to meet and cope with attitudes of others on this count.
· Saroyan was no exception:
It was so bad that simply to ·refer to a boy by
his nationality • • . became the equivalent of an
expression of contempt.and, of course, an insult.
I was who I was, and I refused to accept any
theory that what I was was less than what anybody
else was, in Fresno or anywhere else. I refused to
accept anybody's disrespectful attitude toward me
on the basis of my nationality. On any other account
anybody could be as disrespectful as he might care
to be. That was his business. My business was not
to be driven afield from myself, because that was all
I had to work with, and I had in mind working in my
own way with everything I had. 1 9
Years later, Saroyan looked back as he wrote Letters

~

74 Rue

Taitbout and questioned the whole issue of nationality, wondering
whether the whole thing were not a "fantasy of some kind and
•• each of them is only who he is and that's the end of it. 11 20
18Howard R. Floan, William Saroyan (New York:
Publishers, Inc-, 1966), p. 13.

Twayne

l9saroyan, Letters ~ 74 ~ Taitbout, pp. 84--85.
20rbid. , p.

ns.
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Saroyan loved his family, although he was not always
satisfied with it, but not because it was Armenian,

It was

distinctly Armenian because the immigrants could not easily
forfeit their culture, partici:tl.arly in Fresno because it was
so similar to Armenia itself,

The decor of their homes, their

language, their customs, their thinld.ng, their diet, manners,
and work were much the same as they had been in the old country.
In a sense, Saroyan was a stranger in his own family for many
of its members seemed to be, as he says in retrospect, "part of
·the.horde of unborn souls which come and go, which no one notices
have come and gone, 11 21 so concerned with the minutire of staying
alive as to be unthinld.ng:
Everybody was devoid of' ideas, There was no turning
out after truth, honor, grace. There was eating,
sleeping, working, earning money, saving money,
dreaming of money, fretting about money,22
As a result, there were times when Saroyan found his family and
his name unbearable, but even then he realized that a change of
name and scene would not change him.

These times were infrequent

for in-all of his family he could find something to respect and
love; some members, such as his uncle Aram, he admired without
reservation.

He identified so deeply with Aram that he came to

think of "Aram" as his own name and called his son by that name
21saroyan, The Bicycle Rider ~ Beverly Hills, p. 130,
22Ibid,

ll

for that reason. 23 Saroyan wrote of his family in both his
drama and his fiction, and looking back at these writings, he
comments thus, showing both his love and his broad, intelligent
honesty:
I decided very early to love my family, and to.see
in each of its members something rare and good as well
as the miserable and painful things that were obvious.
I do not think that in writing of them I ever lied, I
merely chose to notice in them the things I cherished
and preferred, and to refer to the things I didn't
cherish with humor and charity. The writer in the end
creates his family, his nation, his culture and worth. 2 4
Regardless of the warmth and depth of his feeling for Armenians,
Saroyan made no effort to separate himself from other peoples,
and most of his deep friendships were with non-Armenians:
Stanley Rose, Joe Gould, George Jean Nathan, Charlie Chaplin,
and George Bernard Shaw.

Michael Arlen was one of his few

Armenian friends, and nationality was not the basis of that
friendship.
The religion of the family was~ considerable factor in_
Saroyan's life.

This was not an organized religion in any sense,

but a very personal one based on family lore passed down orally
from one generation to another, growing thhough the yea.rs.

The

saints, and God as well, were merely early members of the family.
23Ibid., pp. 122-124,

24Ibid. , p. 123,
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There was no formal saint in Bitlis, the Armenian city his
parents crune from and only one in Fresno.

The one in Fresno

was, in fact, St. Gregory the Illuminator, but wore no title
usually; when he was referred to by title he was called "Krikor
Illuminator."

Saroyan becrune involved with this saint because

he identified him with alphabet, language,. and. books.

Fr9m

this strangely original conglomeration of religious ideas,
Saroyan devised his one concept:

that of belief in God, God

being both a father image and a kind of excellent witness_ w:i,.thin
. Saroyan's own being that must be loved, impressed, and _ple_ased.
From this one concept springs Saroyan's love of man, kindness,
humor, and ultimately his_ability to accept death.25

As Saroyan sees it, the only good that crune of public
schooling for him was his learning to read, and he had difficulty
doing that.

Once he could read, he began to consider the pos-

sibility of becoming a writer.

When he examined his father's

unpublished writings, the possibility suggested itself but did
not come into focus as plausible.

For a long time Saroyan found

it hard to believe that men wrote books.

Not until he encountered

Guy de Maupassant's "The Bell" did this attitude change, and the
change was wrought in a powerful manner that moved Saroyan to a
deeper understanding of himself and the world around him:
2 5Ibid., pp. 40, 130-134.
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I was at Tech High when I was born. One day I
read a short story by Guy de Maupassant. After .
school I went to the Fresno Evening Herald, got my
papers, and went into the streets to sell them.
Around nightfall I was born. It happened thus:
I looked, I saw, I understood.
I was there. I was there with everybody. I
saw them, I saw where they were, I saw who they w~re.
And where they were was where I was, and who they
were was who I was.
·Tobe a writer is to be in the streets. The
people in the streets are the book.
I was born because I knew I would write my share
of the book. I knew this because I could walk and
see. I knew my share of the book would be good,
because I was exactly like everybody else and altogether different from anybody else.
The difference was myself: my own truth, vanity,
genius, or madness.
I had always believed books had come into being
by themselves, as acts of God . . r had believed God
• • wrote all the books.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

• • • when I came at last to Guy de Maupassant I ·
knew the writer was a man, I cared a great deal for
what he had written, and I began to believe I could
write as he had written.
·
The reading and writing·of this story . • . marks
the precise moment in my life when I began to be
precisely myself. I was absolutely stunned by the
enormity of who I was • . . . I was filled with sorrow
that had within it a great gladness .
• • • • For awhile I felt that in having found out
who I was I had lost everybody else, but after I had
walked in the streets of the city itself, I began to
get everybody back.
I was born precisely when I had gotten everybody
back and was still precisely who I was: a writer,
the writer. 26
Saroyan had read, and read later, other writers who influenced
him and his writing, and those he cared about he identified with

2 6rbid. , PP· 151-154.
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his father. 27 Saroyan dedicated The William Saroyan Reader
to these writers:
To the writers who impelled me to write: Jack
,London, Guy de Maupassant, Charles Dickens, Anton
Tchekhov, Mark Twain, August Strindberg, Maxim
Gorkey, Ambrose Bierce, Leo Tolstoy,)'!oli\re, George
Bernard Shaw, Walt Whitman, Henri Frederic Amiel,
Henrik Ibsen, Sherwood Anderson, and Solomon~ the son
of David, who wrote The Book of EcclesiastesL8
In another work, Short Drive, Sweet Chariot, Saroyan acknowledges
H.L. Mencken, Eugene O'Neill, and "a whole mob of writers whose
stuff hasn't held up. 11 29
Before Saroyan reached the conclusion that writing was his.
purpose in life, he spent_ his days in Fresno trying to find out
what to do and being impatient to do whatever it might turn out
to be.

He sought excellence from the beginning:

I wanted to be whole, powerful, indestructible, efficient, effective, able. I wanted to be able to do
one or another of the finest t,hings any human being
might do. I wanted to be able to do this thing in a
way no one else had ever done it, which is to say I
wanted to do it in precisely my own way, out of my
own accident and mi~acle of mortality. I was somebody definite, likel·:only unto myself, but I had not
yet found out who I was, and I meant to find out.30
In this struggle to discover his purpose, Saroyan considered
working first with stone, then paint, then music.
and music remained a part of his life.

Both painting

Not Dy:ing contains many

27~. , p. 148.
28saroyan, The William Saroyan Reader, p. v.
29william Saroyan, Short Drive, Sweet Chariot (New York:
Phaedra Inc., 1966), p. 48,
30saroyan, The Bicycle Rider~ Beverly Hills, pp. 29-30,
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of his original drawings, and all of his autobiographical works
and many of his dramatic works indicate his fascination with
the pianola.

By the time he was nine, though, Saroyan had come

to believe that writing was his life's work, and at thirteen,
he bought a typewriter to begin in earnest.31
The time Saroyan spent selling papers and delivering
telegrams was vital in the formation of the writer and the man.
Although he was dissatisfied with the work, he performed well
and he came to love the streets, movement through them, and the
· people in them:
The streets made me and the streets stink, Even
so, immortality for me would be to be able to walk them
forever. Any homesickness I have ever felt has been
for the streets, for they have had the most to do in
my life with time, mystery, love, hunger, money, and
memory.
The streets made me, and the streets stink, but I
love them, for I was born in them out of flesh and I
was born in them out of spirit.32
The streets "made" Saroyan through hi·s eyes and his bicycle.

He

saw the events and people in the streets deeply and from the
vantage point of his own unique vision, learning thereby that
"there was nothing not worth writing about. 11 33 From his
bicycle he learned style and rhythm and reinforced his respect
for the meeting of schedules,34 Saroyan believes his life would
31Ibid,, p. 43.

32Ibid., p. 136.

33Ibid., P• 57,

34Ibid., p. 11.
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have taken a different pattern had he not learned these and
other things from the streets:
On the way I found out all the things without
which I could never be the writer I am. I was not
yet sixteen when I understood a great deal, from
having ridden bicycles for so long, about style,
speed, grace, purpose, value, form, integrity,
health, humor, music, breathing, and finally and
pe.rhaps best of all the relationship between the
beginning and the end .
• • • • My eyes [gave] . • • living reason,
purpose, and a hope of meaning.35
Saroyan's talk of rhythm and schedules sounds orderly, but he
himself says that nei;!;her then nor at any later time in his life
did he live (or write) in chronological order.

The order that

he found was "the order of disorder·. "36
Working in the streets as he did, Saroyan soon became
deeply interested in the theatres he found there.

He was often

hungry, but he never spent money for food because he preferred
seeing a movie.

He saw nearly every movie and every vaudeville

show that came to Fresno while he was there, and he found this.
other world strange, wonderful and exciting.

This early interest

gave impetus to his writing of drama later. 37
Saroyan was an impetuous child, always going, searching,
without plan but with meaning.38
35Ibid. , p. 12.

He loved life and the world

36~., p. 171.

37Ibid. , p. 176.

38william Saroyan, Days of Life and Death~ Escape to
the ~ (New York: The Dial Press, 1970), p. 63,
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he fmmd himself in but was impatient to change the things he
saw wrong in both.

He was his own person, seldom concerned with

the opinions of others, a characteristic that may have made him
appealing as a child but later in life distressed the people
around him.

Saroyan remembers his boyhood character thus:

I was a whistling boy, a singing boy, a laughing
boy, a shouting, running, excited, delighted boy,
I was also a brooding, miserable, angry, discontented,
bitter, bored, lonely, unha12py one. I was both, and
frequently simultaneously.3~
These characteristics remained with Saroyan as he grew older.
He describes himself at fifty-one in much the same way:
.• , I had not only left youth, I had left middle
age, I was fifty-one years old, but at the same
time I was still the wild, swift, arrogant, confident,
daring, impatient, laughing man I had always beenwith certain reservations •• , thus: I was still the
glum, bitter, angry, outraged, stupid, slow, confused,
and wi.tless man I had always been.40
Saroyan was aware of the limitati~ns of his character and was
willing to try to overcome them to a certain extent, but not, as
he makes clear in a response to criticism from his son, to the
extent of ceasing to be himself.µ
In 1926, Saroyan moved to Sc.n Francisco where he worked
as a clerk and later as a telegraph operator for the Postal
Telegraph Company.

In 1927, he became manager of a branch office

39saroyan, ~ Bicycle Rider

!!!. Beverly

Hills, pp. 97-98.

40saroyan, Days of Life and Death ~ Escape to the Moon, p. 46.
41william Saroyan, Not Dying (New York:
World, Inc., 1963), p. 198,

Harcourt, Brace &
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of this company.

The next year marks the formal beginning of ·

his career as a writer with the publication of a story in the
Overland Monthly~ Outwest Magazine.

For another reason

1928 was important, for it was then.that he made his first trip
to New York at the age of eighteen.

In 1933, Saroyan had another

story published, this time in Hairenik, an Armenian journal. 42
After Saroyan returned to San Francisco in 1929, having worked
from his eighth to his twentieth year, he never again worked
steadily at any job,

He took a few jobs of short duration in

emergencies but after a while his only sources of income were
his writing and gambling, 43 ~ Comes There ~ ~ ~ ~
is principally about the role of gambling in his life,
In February, 1943, Saroyan married Carol Marcus,
the same year their son Aram was born.

During

Three years later they-

had a daughter Lucy, 44 Saroyan saw the founding of a family in
much the same light as he saw writing,

Both were attempts to

make the world better, but both fell short of recreating the
world:
• , , he knew she and he hadn't made it, they hadn't
started a new human race at all, They had had a
couple of kids, that's all, , , , all they could
believe was that they had founded a family, but it
42noan, William Saroyan, p. 13,
43saroyan, ~ Dying, p. 45,
44Floan, William Saroyan, p. 14,
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didn't even remain a family for very long, and ten
years ago, in 1949, he picked up and left her,
although it wasn't that simple; it was more as if.
she had made it known to him that she wanted him
to pick up and leave her, and there was no choice,
although the going troubled him wherever he went.
That was when he began to know for sure that he
hadn't started a new human race. He had helped
put a boy and a girl . • . among all the others in
the world • . • essentially nobody's, essentially
the world's own, essentially orphans.45
Saroyan remembers vividly his emotional state after his divorce:
I missed somethi~g. I could say it was my wife, my
son, my daughter, but I'm afraid it was something
else-I missed the truth. I was suddenly without
home, continuity, and meaning. I was without myself,
my own ghost. I was not only lost, I was cut down.
I was in fact dead. But I seemed to be alive. If
anything, more alive than ever,. from not knowing
what to do next, or where to go 7 in order to start
being alive in the truth again. 46
Doubtless these feelings led to his second marriage to Carol in
1951,

The marriage still did not work though, and in 1952 they

were again divorced.47
After 1952, Saroyan lived alone except for the summers
his children spent with him.
mostly in Paris.

He lived abroad much of the time,

When in America, he spent his time in his

native California, either in Fresno, San Francisco, or Malibu
Beach.

In 1961, he was writer in residence at Purdue University. 48
45saroyan, Not Dying, pp. 38-39.
46saroyan, Letters ~ 74 Rue Taitbout, pp. 28-29,
47Floan, William Saroyan, pp. 14-15.
48Ibid., p. 15,
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The picture Saroyan presents of himself in !iQi Q)rj.ng, Letters
~

'JJ±

~

Taitbout , Days of Life and Death~ Escape to the

Moon, and Short~' Sweet Chariot is at times that of a
humorous , r ambling old man , wandering the streets taking
pictures of himself in photo machines, 49 but the existence of
these works and others of his later life show that he is still
the happy productive writer he wa s earlier.
When he was young, Saroyan was concerned about being
clean, healthy, and orderly.

By the time he wrote Letters from

1J± ~ Taitbout in 1967 , however, he was too wrapped up in
living to do much~about any of these:
I smoke and drink and eat the wrong kind of food
and never do any exercise except a little walking,
and so my health is all shot--I ' m fat, I ' ve got
ulcers , I ' m impatient , I never sl eep mor e than two
hour s at a time . . . except when I am so drunk I
am anesthetized into f our or five hours of sleep.
That is how it is with me at tpe age of fifty-nine .
I'm dying , most likely, but no more than I always
have been . . . . 50
Sar oyan never believed he had a drinking probl em but he l oved to
drink.

He never drank at all until he was twenty- five .

At first

he drank only wine, but he did not :!.ike wine because he thought
it blurred reality.

Whiskey, he came to bel ieve, made reality

49saroyan , Days of Life and Death and Escape to ~ Moon,
p. 28.

50saroyan, ~ette r s ~ 74 Rue Taitbout , p. 140,
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clearer,51 He liked to drink whiskey with other drinking men:
The best talk was . • . after we had gotten drunk,
and then drunker, and then, still drinking steadily,
had reached the sobriety that is deep in the heart
of drunkenness, the sobriety of knowing, caring,
loving, but somehow at last not regretting, or at
any rate not especially regretting: the sobriety
that impels the smile and transforms wisdom into
love. 52
Perhaps Saroyan's drinking is evidence of a weakness in his character, but he could possibly have gained from it as he says he
did.

In either case, it is doubtful that his drinking had any

significant effect on his writing beyond providing him with a
source of subject matter.
People around Saroyan were strongly aware of his weaknesses.
His son comments at length on them in a pseudo-interview Saroyan
reports i n ~ Dying:
. "You drink and gamble and keep bad hours and all ·
that stuff, and you aren't a very good friend, . . •
You speak in the loudest voice I've ever heard. You
dominate every group I've ever seen you in. You
almost never seem interested in anybody else, unless
it's an at'.bractive woman. You're very swift and rude
with people you don't like. You're self-centered,
arrogant, vain, vulgar, and really very ignorant-you know less about ••• what's going on in the world
••• than even I do, and you aon't think that that
is any reason why you can't explain everything to
everybody, including experts. You make people nervous
and uncomfortable just by being among them. You're
5lsaroyan, The Bicycle Rider in Beverly Hills, p. 114.
52saroyan, Not Dying, p. 66.
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always clearing your throat and spitting ••• or
burying the stuff in a handkerchief• • • • And a
lot more. So how can you believe you're a good
man?"53
.
Of course, many of Aram•s remarks are the direct outgrowth of
a son's natural aversion for his parent, but he makes some valid
points.

A man meeting Saroyan for the second time reiterates

some of Aram's sentiments:
"You weren't exactly. rude, although the way you
have makes most people haieyou, if the word isn't
too strong, a way of not really noticing anybody
around you, not permitting them to become real to
·you, even, as if they were no more than figures in
.somebody's sleep, and not necessarily your own, as
I am sure you .are aware, and have always been. 11 54
Saroyan admits that he does not get along with people.
quietly tolerate them.

He cannot

He either ignores them or antagonizes

them, frequently making demands upon them that they do not make
upon themselves.55
After a discussion of his faults such as this one, one
might question how Saroyan could create dramatic characters of
goodness and beauty and drama that aspires to change mankind for
the better.

But one must consider that the flaws of character

mentioned refer to the superficial qualities of the man, not of
the thinking writer, of the soul, the core, from whence his
53TI?i:!., pp. 197-19$.
55saroyan, Days ~ Life and Death and Escape to ~ Moon,
p. 94.
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creations spring,

All that is indicated is that he lived as

well as wrote, that he is human.
As Saroyan sees it, most of what he wanted from life,

especially of a material nature, he attained.

He earned fame

and a livelihood from his writing and inasmuch as he changed
himself for the better, he bettered the human race.

There were

times when the work of his life moved easily and rhythmically
and times when he had to force himself to write.

He wrote

rapidly, on schedule but without plan, not searching for a
-·beginning, just beginning, smoking and drinking coffee, and
listening to a pianola all the while.5 6 Saroyan figured that if
he took the time to plan and organize his writing first he might
decide he did not want to work that hard.57 He believed a
writer worked better under pressure.

He wrote with intense

involvement until his later years ¥hen he experimented with
writing with detachment.5$ At times he was completely carried
out of himself as the truth of the writing took over and wrote
itself.59 Saroyan is proud of his writing, proud that he was
able to maintain his freedom and ir.:iependence as a writer, proud
56saroyan, Not Dying, p. 99,
57saroyan, Days of Life and Death and Escape to the Moon,
p. 63.

5Ssaroyan, Short Drive, Sweet Chariot, p. 23.
59saroyan, The Bicycle Rider in Beverly Hills, pp. ll5-116.
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to receive the recognition of strangers,60 Saroyan never
wrote for money except in dire circumstances (as when.he had
to have money to pay his truces), for he considered it an
insult to put a price on any part o:f his time or life, 61
The way Saroyan lived and his view of his life· are
clear·statements of his optimistic philosophy,

The optimism

he maintains is based on a belief in the inherent goodness and
freedom of the individual,

Saroyan admits recognition of the

evil and disorder in the world, of the tendency of the masses
to allow their freedom to be diminished, of the natural loneli~
ness of man's condition, but unlike the pessimistic writers of
his milieu he believes that individuals

~

choose goodness and

freedom for themselves and thereby maintain hope for mass
operation of these principles,

Also unlike the pessimists, he

sees death not as the final defeat in a pointless, innately evil existence, but as the ultimate benediction of meaningful,
jo~ous living.

Although some of Saroyan's plays slip into

partially pessimistic veins, even they retain strong elements
of his unconquerable optimism,
Saroyan wrote plays because he saw them happening around
him all the time,

He believed that the life, action and reality

6Dsaroyan, The William Saroyan Reader, pp. 490, 49El;

~ Bicycle Rider in Beverly Hills, p. 126,

6lsaroyan, Days of ~ ~ Death and Escape to the Moon,
p. 104.
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of any living thing was drama-drama greater than most he had
ever seen on stage.62 Saroyan has not offered any of ·his plays
to Broadway since 1943 because he was dissatisfied with.the
theatre and with the productions that had been given of his
plays earlier. 63 He enjoyed producing his own plays, ·however,
and he· came to believe that the only way for him to work in the
theatre was to produce and direct his plays himself. 64 Frequently,
Saroyan's plays are experimental in nature.

He believed the

theatre was too rigid, particularly the audience. 65 Some of .
- his plays, such as Across the Board !2E. Tomorrow Morning, attempt
to involve the audience more directiy with the.play.
The year 1934 marks the publication of Saroyan's first
book, a collection of short stories called The Daring Young Man
.2!! the Flying Trapeze.

The works he has produced since·then

are voluminous and varied,

Those with which this study is con-

cerned are the plays, selected chiefly on the basis of literary
recognition (assumed from the number of critical works concerned
with them), including !i;y: Heart's in

~

Highlands, 1939;

Time of Your Life, 1939; Love's Old Sweet Song, 1940;

~

~

·62saroyan, fu2!, Dying, p. 14; Short Drive, Sweet Chariot,
P• 115,

63saroyan, Not.Dying, p. 35.
64william Saroyan, Three Plays ~ William Saroyan: The
Beautiful People, Sweeney in the Trees, and Across~ Board on
Tomorrow Morning (New York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1941Jr p. 4.
65saroyan, Short Drive, Sweet Chariot, p. 117.
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Beautiful People, 1941; from the Razzle Dazzle collection,
published in 1942, Hello .Q::i There, The People

~

Light

Coming O_El of Them, the preface to Opera, Opera, the note
for the first performance of The Great American Goof, and the

fl Decent Birth, fl

post script, Curtain, £!: the HappY Ending;

HappY Funeral, 1949; Don't Go Away Mad, 1949; and Chris Sick,
1969.

Plays of lesser importance in this study include Sweeney

!Ethe Trees, 1941; Across

Q!:i Away

01:£

~

Board~ Tomor~ Morning, 1941;
~

Man, 1944; Jim Dandy, 1947;

· ·The ~ Dwellers, 1958; and ~ Dogs, 1969.

Ego's House,--1949;
Saroyan has

written other plays which will not be considered here but,
except for the other plays in the Razzle Dazzle collection and
Making Money ~ 19 Other

Y!!Ji

Short Plays, 1969, they are

either television plays, short plays that have been published
only in magazines or journals, or unfinished plays.

Other

primary works used to provide background information are largely
· autobiographical.

These include

~

Hills, 1952; Days of Life and Death

Bicycle Rider i,!::, Beverly

~

Escape to the Moon, 1970;

Here Comes There Goes You Know Who, 1961;
~

!

Used To Believe !,

Forever Now I'm Not~~• 1968; Letters from 74 ~ Taitbout,

1969; Not Dying, 1963; and Short Drive, Sweet Chariot, 1966.

In

addition to these works, Saroyan is responsible for a vast number
of short stories, several novels, and a few songs.

He has also
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contributed articles, prefaces, and other minor selections to
books by other authors.
Only two book length studies of Saroyan have been
published:

Howard R. Floan' s William Saroyan, dealing more

with his fiction than with his drama; and David Kherdian' s

!_ Bibliography o,!. William Saroyan, 1934-1964.
Briggs wrote a master's thesis,

fl

Study of

~

Wallace Neal
Professionally

Produced Plays of William Saroyan, that contains some material
relevant to this study.
· wrote

~

Secret

:!:!!

Carol Grace, Saroyan's former wife,

the Daisy, an autobiographical novel that.

provides some associated information.
There are several journal and magazine articles that
are concerned with Saroyan, but many of them are irrelevant to
the subject of this study.

Those having most relevance include

William J. Fisher's !'What Ever Happened to Saroyan?" College
English, 1955; George Jean Nathan's "Saroyan:

Whirling Dervish

of Fresno, 11 American Mercury, 1940; Philip Rahv' s "William
Saroyan:

A Minority Report," American Mercury, 1943; Joseph

Remenyi' s "William Saroyan:

A Portrait," College English, 1944;

and Edmund Wilson's "The Boys in the Back Room:
~

William Saroyan,"

New Republic, 1940.
Saroyan wrote because he believed writing to be a rich

source of ideas and because he hoped through writing to make the
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world better.

Most of the time he believed that man was

naturally wonderful and dignified but had had these aspects
of his nature altered or driven away somehow. 66 His writing
was an attempt to rectify this situation:
I wanted • . • to change the world and to improve
the nature of man, or to restore that nature to
it's rightful wonder and dignity--whichever was the
truth. 67 .
Saroyan had difficulty understanding what had driven man afield
from himself, for the blame could not be placed on an external
force.

Therefore, he had to work from the thesis that either

man's nature had never been wonderful or he himself had altered
that nature. 68 In either case, Saroyan wanted man to be wonderful
and believed he could be:
I wanted his life-tlie· minutes and years straight
through from birth to death--to be easy, joyous,
·
loving and-intelligent.
I wanted his death-or his end-to come as a
benediction.
I believed all this could happen, could happen,
could be made to come to pass, if not in all men in
enough of them for w,. example to be set and a hope
to be established. 6'I

.

This statement is the crux of Saroyan's philosophy and will be
proven to be revealed strongly and justifiably in his drama.
Saroyan believed that the means for achieving or returning to
man's wonderful nature is freedom of the individual and kindness:
66sarpyan, The Bicycle Rider in Beverly Hills, p. 61.
67~.

68rbid. , P• 62.

69rbid.
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It belongs to no man alone but to evolving life
itself. Out of it may finally come ••• the
beginning of the integration of man, and the
achievement of form and meaning in his action.
Neither love nor hate, nor any order of intense
adherence to personal involvement in human
experience, may be so apt to serve the soul as
this freedom and this necessity to be kind.70
Saroyan is not denying here the power of love, of which he
believes hate is a crippled form, but is saying that love, to
be of consequence, must be more general than simple love between
two people.

Saroyan's plays show the principles of individual

.freedom and kindness, a broadened form of love, acting in just
such a way upon':.the characters he portrays.

70ibid. , p. 178.

CHAPTER II
INNA.TE GOODNESS AND VOLITION OF THE INDIVIDUAL

One aspect

of Saroyan's optimistic philosophy involves

the power of the natural ggodness and volition of the individua:t:
to improve the world or society.

This thesis is based on the

belief that an individual who exercises his goodness and volition
will improve himself, thereby improving society and providing an
example and hope for others.

Saroyan's concept of freedom is

similar to the definition of Thomas Hobbes' expressed i n ~
Leviathan:
, • • • A Free-Man, is he, that in those thing·s,
which by his strength and wit he is able to doe, is"
not hindered to doe what he has a will to, • , •
Lastly from the use of the word Free-Will, no Liberty
can be inferred of the will, desire, or inclination,
but the Liberty of the man; which consisteth in this,
that he finds no stop, in doinf what he has the will,
desire, or inclination to doe.
In society, the individual agrees to limit the exercise of his

freedom in areas that may be hurtful to other members of the
society, and this agreement is enforced by fear.

However, the

pattern is for the individual to allow the limitations to be
extended into areas where they become in fact a negation of his
lThomas Hobbes, The Leviathan (New York:
Co, Inc., 1940), p. llO-.-

E.P. Dutton

&
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freedom and hence of his individuality.
is a plea against this pattern.

Saroyan's philosophy

Of course, men who d6 retain

their freedom and individuality are frequently smiled at as
eccentrics or persecuted as lunatics, even when they are, as
Saroyan would have it, benevolent.
Saroyan agrees that one who goes his own way, maintaining
his individuality, is often eccentric. 2 He also thinks that
madness is a part of every man' s make-up:
"I am interested in madness. I believe it. is
the biggest thing in the human race, and the most
constant. How do you take away from a man his
madness without also taking away his identity?
Are we sure it is desirable fo~ a man's spirit
not to be at war with itself, or that it is better
to be serene and ready to go to dinner than to be
excited and unwilling to stop for a cup pf coffee,
even? 11 3
The return to individuality that Saroyan seeks allows i'or this
madness, but even he does not want the madness to control the
man. 4 What makes him unique is that he frequently does not thin)s
madness is out of control when most people do.

For example, in

his little known play Something About~ Soldier, Saroyan's main
character, in trying to convince others of the soundness of his
philosophies, digs a trench in the front yard, gets into it and
declares war on the rest of the world.

The other characters,

2saroyan, ~ Drive, ~ Chariot, p. 63.

3.!.!&_!!. , p. 94.
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and probably most of Saroyan's audience,. think he is crazy,
but Saroyan proves, to himself at least, that he is not.
According to Saroyan men lose their freedom and individuality by becoming too involved in making a living, by
getting in too much of a hurry,5 and by constantly trying to
adjust and conform in order to avert criticism and ridicule.
He is especially impatient with the effort to adjust:
It gets to be his nature to adjust. He even
begins to believe he likes to adjust. It breaks
the.monotony. It gives him a kind of reason for
being. He adjusts himself into a total incapacity
to find out who he is and what he might do about
it. He is not himself, he is his adjustments, he
is a product manufactured by his government.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • what is this poor man to ·do-for himself,
for the human race, for nature, for art, for truth,
for God? Nothing? •••. Does he count, at all, ••• 6
Saroyan asks that man keep his soul alive; that is, his uniqueness, hisppersonal mystery and miracle.7
any significance

of

He recognizes that

the individual is limited in both time and

scope, for even the significance of wars is so limited.

Therefore,

the individual must intensify his significance to himself.S
5Ibid. , p. 123.
6saroyan, Letters ~ 74 Rue Taitbout, pp. 17-lS.
7Saroyan, Letters from 74 Rue Taitbout, pp. 100-101; Days
.Qf ~ and Death and Escapeto the Moon, p. lll.
Ssaroyan, Letters from 74 ~ Taitbout, p. 105.
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Choice, or the exercise of free will, is essential if
man is to keep his identity and achieve personal signi"ficance
in his life:
"What I'm talking about is choice. But if
nobody !mows enough to !mow there is a choice,
then of course that is a fact, andthere isn't
a choice exceptthat there always is. • • • 11 9
Even men who do not !mow they have a choice do, in a sense,
choose what they become:
Every man is any kind of man. Helplessly or
deliberately he chooses himself out of his own
assortment, but at the same time the choosing is
done for him. This is altogether true as it
stands, a contradiction, or seeming-contradiction
which must not be divided.
I chose, but I do not !mow why, and not !mowing
why establishes that the choosing was also done for
me. The point does not need to be labored.10
By failing to choose what he becomes, one actually chooses to
relegate the choice to other men or to circumstance.

In that

sense he is still choosing, but in so yielding his freedom he
loses his identity.
Saroyan's view of the world with respect to good and
evil and individual freedom is almost Emersonian.

In fact,

one critic seriously called Saroyan "the creator of the new
transcendentalism. nll William J. Fisher comments at length
9saroyan, Short Drive, Sweet Chariot, p. ll4.
lOsaroyan, ~ Bicycle Rider in Beverly Hills, p. 30.
llwilliam J. Fisher, "What Ever Happened to Saroyan?"
College English, XVI (March, 1955), p. 336.

;j
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on the likeness of Saroyan's philosophy to Emersonian transcendentalism:
Indeed, he has come to dwell on Ev:i.l in order
to deny its reality, reasserting, blatantly and
defensively now, the American Dream of Unlimited
Possibilities and Inevitable Progress. As a
self-styled prophet of a native resurgencebelieving in the virtue of self-reliant individualism, in the innate goodness of man and the
rightness of his impulses-he has followed the
tradition of American transcendentalism.12
Saroyan's philosophy has also inherited elements of Jefferson's
ideal of human perfectibility, Whitman's multitudinous Self, and
-·waldo Frank's "Sense of the Whole. 1113 The qualities Saroyan has
inherited from earlier American literary tradition are partly
responsible for setting him apart from other writers of his time.
Joseph Remenyi contrasts Saroyan's philosophy with that
of his contemporaries in "William Saroyan:

A Portrait":

William Saroyan, a cross-br~eding of sincerity
and twistedness, is especially significant as a
sentimentalist in comparison with his American
contemporaries who are "hard-boiled" writers ••
today's writers of J1onconforming evil and ruthlessness seem outside the orbit of his art. Critics
have.pointed out that Saroyan's uncompromising
attitude about the goodness of human nature is his
most conspicuous romantic trait. Even his nonsense
sometimes suggests a tender and gentle sense • • • •
a wounded heart can make evil useless and goodness
useful.

.. .. . . .. . ..... . . . . . ..... . .
'

1 3~. , p. 340.
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••• this writer of uncritical impulses is less
"modern" than an automobile or an airplane, despite the confusion that he caused on the American
stage and on the American literary market place
and despite his flirtation with expressionism and
surrealism. 1 4
William Fisher agrees with Remenyi but goes on to say that
Saroyan is like the other writers in his milieu in that he is
baffled at the failure of the American dream but unwilling to
give it up.15

In his drama, Saroyan has made a valiant and

often successful effort to show that this dream of freedom and
happiness is attainable.
Selections from RAZZLE DAZZLE
In·0the Razzle Dazzle collection of plays, Saroyan wrote
prefaces to fifteen of the sixteen plays included.

The collection,

which Saroyan believes forms a unified construction similar to
a novei,16 is finished off with a post script called Curtain,
the HappY Ending.

.Q!.

These authorial notes frequently contain

broad expressions of Saroyan's philosophy as well as specific
comments on the plays they introduce.

Of special relevance to

the principles of goodness and freedom are the preface to Opera,
14Joseph Remenyi, ·"William Saroyan:
English, VI (November, 1944), pp. 94-95,

A Portrait," College

15Fisher, "What Ever Happened to Saroyan?" p. 336.
l6r did not find the continuity and unity of construction
that Saroyan believes exists in Razzle Dazzle. Therefore, I have
made no att~mpt to discuss the collection as a whole.
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Opera, the note for the first performance of The Great American
Goof, and Curtain, or

~

HappY Ending.

In the preface to Opera, Opera, Saroyan comments on time,
individuality, humanity (referring to the quality), and rightness.
He says that only through proper ordering of time can man ac·hieve:
I have studied time (or energy) as thoroughly as
any man in the world, and I !mow that unless the
immediate is attacked and won there is absolutely
no hope for the year, the century, or the living.17
Saroyan implies here that planning to solve the problems of the
future is useless.

One must concentrate rather on the present.

In any attempt to achieve, individuality is of utmost value:
The truly important things are intangible, deep in
a man's miracle, and not available for computation
or scientific disintegration for the purpose of
examination. As one thing, whole and yet in continuous flux, these things go into the realm of racial,
family, or individual force-sheer physical livingness, but they are also inseparable from the personal
will to exercise this force in a special way.18
In exercising individuality, a man must, Saroyan says,- combat
inhuman values and practices that have been developed by society.
He

uses the law of averages to illustrate his point:
If there is anything that will always be my opponent, it is the law of averages. I have always
insisted that that law is an inhuman one, an antihuman one, and that it must apply only to numbers,
and never to human beings. I have had many a

York:

l 7william Saroyan, Opera, Opera in Razzle Dazzle (New
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1942), p. 117.
18.!.!&£. ' p. 118•· .
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contest with that law. • • • I have always insisted, and now insist, that the law of averages
does not apply to me. In the first place, I am
not average, and in the second place, the only
laws I want to respect are the ones I make. I
will put the law of Saroyan against the law of
averages any day, because I don't like the idea
of anything human being pushed around or stopped
by anything inhuman. I have only contempt for
those human beings who between themselves and the
law of averages prefer to believe in the law.
That is something I have never done, and I do;. not
recommend such a shabby and fearful faith to anybody else.19
Saroyan believes that men who retain their individuality and
strive to achieve in the ways he prescribes are the hope for·
"staying alive with right again the Lord of Life. n20
In speaking of his own efforts in this directiomthrough
•
art, Saroyan mentions the major difficulty encountered, but
characteristically he ends on a happy note:
A man is a cinch to make a fool of himself who
wishes to understand the wholeness of things, and
to try to tell what he learns, but even so I shall
go on wanting to understand and trying to tell what
I learn.
There is no day in the life of any man in the
world which is not opera, no human state which is
not a solo of singing, and no grouping of people
and events which is not a whole chorus of voices
singing with joy or with bitterness.
The nonsense that comes from me as I seek to
sing is the nonsense of things themselves, and the
false notes which occur in my work come from wanting
only the most of all good things and not quite being
able to get them [because writing of them is over
his head]. 21
19Ibid. , p 121.

20ibid_-, p. 123,

21~•• p. 125.

According to Saroyan, the failure to achieve the dominance of
rightness is less important than failure to strive for that
achievement.

When men cease to work for right, hope shall die,

and hopelessness would be the ultimate loss.
In the note for the first performance of The Great American
Goof, Saroyan recognizes that it may take centuries for man to
make the world a place governed by good and.right.

Perhaps he

does so because he really questions whet_her the world is more
as others see it than as he sees it.

Even if it is, he still

-'believes the answer lies with the individual:
The world which everyone other than myself seems to
have identified and accepted as The World is in
reality a figment in a nightmare of an idiot.
,
•

•

•
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If the world is now uninhabitable, what are the
living to do?

. . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

...

Probably the most any man can ever save, however, or
has the-right to save, is hims~lf• • • . 22

-

-

In essence what The Great American Goof and the note preceding
it say is that it may take "six or seven thousand years to get
the world out of the idiot nightmare it's now in. n23
Curtain, £!. the

!!rn Ending

is basically an expression

of the way art can contribute to the improvement of the world.
22william Saroyan, The Great American Goof in Razzle
Dazzle (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1942), pp. 63-64.
23Ibid. , p. 64.
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Most of this selection is reprinted here because it brings
together the major principles involved in Saroyan's philosophy:
Art fails, however, if some of its vision does
not stay forever with him whom art has touched. It
fails if it does not improve optics, intelligence
and humanity, for by this improvement exists art's
only chance to improve the world, the world's
behavior, the relations of man toward man, and the
relations of man toward God. Art can allow no accident in things. At the same time it can permit
no reality which·at its core is not miraculous.
The surprise of art is not shock, but wonder, It
talces the breath, but not with the ugly or the
sensational, The excitement it creates is not that
of fear or loathing or irritation, but the excitement
·or revelation, understanding, love, and delight
It
cannot ignore the fearful, the loathsome or theirritating, but it also cannot come forward with these
and depart with nothing more. If its story is a story
of brokenness, its telling of the story must bring
together the vision and hope of the great wholeness
of things. The happiest ending is the ending in
which there is a vision and hope of wholeness. The
greatest fulfillment the heart can know is that which,
after recognizing and accepting the existence of all
things including the many variations of corruption
and evil, confirms to itself tpe ultimate impossibility of anything excepting grace and goodness,
and affirms the immemorial wisdom of faith in itself,
in all others, in its own God, and in the God of all
others.24
MY HEART'S IN

&

Heart's

!!! the

1fil: HIGHLANDS,

1939

Highlands is a one-act play based on

one of Saroyan's short stories, "The Man with His Heart in the
Highlands."

It is the story of an extraordinary, commonplace

21Afilliam Saroyan, Curtain, 2£ ~ Happy En)g in Razzle
Dazzle (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1942 , p. 505.
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family that manages to live happily, independently and honorably
in spite of deprivation and loneliness.

Ben Alexander, father

and poet, Johnny, his son, and Johnny's grandmother live together
in a decrepit old house on San Benito Avenue in Fresno, California
(an address of special significance in Saroyan's life).

They

frequently do not have enough to eat and are scarcely able to
clothe themselves.

Jasper MacGregor, the man with his heart in

the highlands, is a white-bearded old bugler who has run away
from a rest home.

He comes to the Alexanders seeld.ng food, water,

- and a place where he can live the end of his life in dignity and
happiness.

After hearing MacGregor play the bugle, Johnny is

sent without money to the grocery to get bread and cheese for all
of them.

They take the old man into the family, and neighbors

come, bringing food offerings, to hear him play the bugle and to
weep for the intangible beauty and melancholy the music expresses.
After eighteen days, the keepers of the home locate MacGregor
and succeed in tald.ng him back by telling him he is needed to
play the role of King Lear in an amateur production by the home.
Three months later, the Alexanders are still struggling along,
their economic condition more deplorable than ever, but they:are
still the trusting, joyous people-they were, staying alive by
their own laws.

The father's poems are rejected by~ Atlantic

Monthly; Johnny picks some grapes from a neighbor's vineyard and
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is chased home by the farmer's dog; their house is rented to a
young couple because the Alexanders have not been able to pay
the rent.

While the family is waiting for the young couple to

move in, MacGregor comes back.

He has again run away from the

home, but this time he is very ill.

He eats a grape and part

of a pomegranate and plays "My Heart's in the Highlands" on his
bugle.

Again the neighbors bring food.

MacGregor tries upon

request to play again but is hardly able to finish the solo.
After a_long soliloquy in which he mixes Shakespeare with his
. own nostalgic wanderings, he quietly dies.
home come and take away his body.

The keepers of the

Immediately the young couple

comes to take possession of the house.

The Alexanders leave the

house, not knowing where they will go or how they will live, with
the same faith they had lived by before.

Only Johnny, learning

of harshness he had not been aware of before and does not yet
know how to cope with, expresses any sense of loss.

The play

ends with Johnny's somber accusation of the world, "I'm not
mentioning any names, Pa, but something' s wrong somewhere. n25
Although

&

Heart's in the Highlands ends on this somber

note, it is a play about';t_he operation of goodness and independence
in the lives of commonplace people.

The characters are extraordinary

25william Saroyan, & Heart's ~ the Highlands in John
Gassner, ed., A Treasury of the Theatre (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1963), p. 1031.- - -
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because they are able to see goodness in each other and they
choose to live by principles of ld.ndness and humanity·rather
than by economic principles and social mores.

Johnny sees his

father, who is really, as George Jean Nathan remarked, "a
tenth-rate poet, 11 26 as a genius.

Mr. Kosak, the grocer, who

himself does not know how he will afford to restock his shelves,
repeatedly extends credit to the Alexanders because he cannot·
help responding ld.ndly and generously to the innocent trust
and goodness he sees in Johnny and his father.

The Alexanders

. appreciate the fine spirit the lonely, homeless MacGregor reveals
in his music and his ramblings about, "the highlands" and take
him into the family even though they cannot support themselves,
That .the neighbors of the Alexanders responded in the s?JJ]e
generous way to MacGregor has already been pointed out.·
A specific example of the characters' ability to see
goodness in each other is found in MacGregor's words to the
Alexanders when he leaves them to return to the rest home:
MACGREGOR:

[ ~ actor, with §. ,jo[ again] Good-by
my beloved friends.
He returns from
~ porch] In all the hours of my life,
in all the places I have visited, never
and nowhere have I had the honor and
pleasure to commune with souls loftier,
purer, or more delightful than yours.

26John Gassner, ed. , ''William Saroyan," fi Treasury of the
Theatre (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1963), p. 1017, quoting
George Jean Nathan, Entertainment of the Nation, PP• 42-54,
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Good-by. [The Old Man and the Young
Man leave the°house. There is a moment
of silence full.of regret and Ioneli~
ness]. 2 1 28 - - --- ·
. The values of the characters are spiritual values.

Financial

and social pressures exist for them only because they do not have
enough money.

They do not seek prestige-they seek only to live

as they want.
In discussing the unity of impression in
~

&

Heart's in

Highlands, Wallace Neal Briggs states that the play insists

"that worldly success means nothing, that artistic success means
nothing, and that the only thing that matters is man's vaulting
imagination and the complete spirituality of his heart. 11 29
Indeed, Johnny's father says in the play ''Money isn't everything. 11 30
When Ben tells the postman "I've been lucky in my work, 1131 he
refers to his personal satisfaction because he knows the envelope
he has just received contains a rejection notice.

When the

realtor brings the young couple to see the house and the couple
decides to rent it, Ben carelessly tells them he will leave his
furniture for them since they have none.

Material possessions

mean nothing to him.
27saroyan, !:!;y_ Heart's in the Highlands, p. 1022.
28Erackets in quotations. from plays are henceforth Saroyan's
unless otherwise indicated.
29wallace Neal Briggs, A St(dy of the Professionally
Produced Plays of William Saroyan unpublished Master's Thesis,
University of Kentucky, 1944), p. 24.
30saroyan,

&

Heart's in ~ Highlands, p. 1021.

31I!&.s!.· , p. 102 5.
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The unimportance of artistic and economic success is
brought out in a touching manner in another seen

After

his father has received the rejection notice and learned that
he must move his family out of the house, Johnny·comes out to
the porch carrying a plate containing two slices of bread and
a small bunch of grapes:
JOHNNY:

[Shouting; Y!:!Jl._ angry] Don't fee

bad, Pa.

JOHNN:Y'S FATHER: [Turning and loold.ng at thl boy with
~ ' amazement, admiration, and; delight,
laughing suddenly] I don't feel pad, Johnny.
Let the world be the world, and God love
·everyone.
JOHNNY:

[Bantering] All right then. Let's eat.
[He puts ~ plate 2!! ~ top st.ep and they
sit ~ together and begin !.£ eat. They
eat ~ silence, loold.ng at ~ another, the
boy loold.ng at his father ~ of1 the corner
of his ~ as he ~ looked at the sun, the
father loold.ng at the boy the ~ ':!2X.· The
boy begins to smile. ~ father: begins to
smile ~.]32
,
I

Although the Alexanders are complete failures b~ the standards of
the world, they still have their belief in each other and in themselves.

They are still able to take pleasure in the simple things

I

of life.
In the single encounter between Johnny's father and Mr.
Kosak, Ben's self-respect and his continued belief in his poetry
32rbid., p. 1027.
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comes through.

Also, Mr. Kosak reveals .even deerl er understanding

and ld.ndness than he had with Johnny.

Ben goes

o the grocery to

give Mr. Kosak his poems for his past ld.ndness:
JOHNNY'S FATHER: [Almost guiltily] I'm Johnfy's
father.
.

'

~ stand staring at on~ another
moment, each o f ~ delightedi embarrassed,
impressed, pleased, ~ angry about t h e ~
things in ~ world: greed, deceit, unld.ndliness, disproportion. T]ey each begin to smile,
then shake hands warmly
I
[TI!!:. two

~

MR•. KOSAK:

I recognize you.
It is an honor.

JOHNNY'S FATHER:
MR. KOSAK:

I

Johnny has told me about you.

You are a kind man.

I do not know.

JOHNNY'S FATHER: [Slowly] I have come to say good-by.
To apologize. To thank you.
I
I

MR. KOSAK:

[Swiftly] You're not going away!

JOHNNY'S FATHER:
MR. KOSAK:

We shall all miss Johnny.

JOHNNY'S FATHER:
MR. KOSAK:

I'm sorry, yes,

I have no money.

I am in debt to you,

It is nothing,

JGHNNY'S FATHER: I may not see you again. I [He brings ~
manuscript of poems from his pocket, Powerfully]
I am a poet. These are some of,my poems.
[Swiftly] I am not offering the~ to you in
place of the money I owe you, Money is another
thing. [Pleading] Will you keep them for your
ld.ndness?33
33Ibid.

I

Although Mr, Kosak had at times been imP.atient with Ben for
not_getting out and workj.ng like everyone else, ~s emotional
~esponse ts that of one good, free spirit to anoiher,
fipally accepts the poems with a reverence aki-n

I
lo

worship of his father,

I

He

Johnny's

The love of nature that is implied in Saroyan's love of
goodness in the world is brought out in

!iz

-

i

Heart,' s .!!!_ the Highlands.
I'

Both Johnny and his father take pleasure in the beauty of nature:

-

-

-

-

I

It.is a moment before daybreak of a day early in
November, 19l4, There is !!. suggestiooof Winter
coming. High in the~~ flock 2£ geese flying
south make their call. JOHNNY ~ sitting on!~
steps of ~ front porch with ~ ~ in ~ hand,
He hears ~ geese, listening carefully, leaps i9.
~ feet_ and looks into ~ ~ for them,
The
sound_decreases, then ends. JOHNNY goes back to
the steps of the porch ~ ~ ~ - As tr(e sun
rises, ~ big solemn smile comes ~ his fac'e, He
looks ~ of the corner of his ~ ~ the morning's
light~ if it ~~quiet friend with~ h e ~
£!! terms of perfect understanding. As ~ light
increases, this play between JOHNNY and the I~
grows, ~ ~ theme of music, bringing him to his
~ • turning his ~ to ~ light. He lifts ~
~ • and very solemnly begins turning somersaults.
He then ~ around. the house lickety-split1and
. returns £!! the other ~ • almost dancing. 3

A few nri.nutes after this interchange between Johnny and nature
J.ohnny' s father awakens and comes outside.

His reaction to the

early morning world is simply an older version

34rbid., p. 1023.

f Johnny's.
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The main characters in

~

Heart's in

~

ighlands

consistently portray the exercise·of free ~ll add belief in
their own individual principles as superior to 1Jws and social
codes.

A. strong example occurs in the conversatJon, between

.

·

I

Johnny and his father about the grapes Johnny tolk from a
neighbor's vineyard:
JOHNNY:

All right, Pa. [~ takes the last grape
and ~ it] Is it stealing, Pa?1'

JOHNNY'S FATHER: [Comically] Well, some say it is
and some say it isn't. [Dramati ally]
.!. say it isn't. [Shouting] You ~ook
·them off the vines, didn't you? I
JOHNNY:

l

I took them off the vines all right, Pa.

JOHNNY'S FATHER: [Comically] Then it couldn,'t very
well be stealing.
JOHNNY:

When would it be stealing?

JOHNNY'S FATHER: [Tossing it off like nothi g] The
way I see it, Johnny, stealing ~s where
there's unnecessary damage or c~uelty to
an innocent one, so that there may be
1
undeserved profit or power to o] e who is
not innocent.
JOHNNY:

Oh. [Pause] Well, if it isn't tealing,
Pa, I guess I'll go get some mote . • • . 35

Some critics might argue that this dialogue revJals the rational-

'

izations of the starving about unsuitable acts they find themselves.
forced into.

But Saroyan being Saroyan, it is

35Ibid., p. 1027.

Iore

probable that ·

the characters are here showing the substitution of their own
morality for that of society,

And the individ

morality is,

in this instance, based on the idea that nature"i bounty is here
for everyone-no one person can own it,

I .

When Johnny and his

father think the farmer is chasing Johnny, they khow that they
believe in their own morality strongly enough to fight for it:
JOHNNY:

He can't get in, can he, Pa?

JOHNNY'S FATHER:

I don't think so. [The Grandmother,
Father and the Son stand together in
~ ~ !£2!!!,, defying ~ world1. ·, , :]36
-

~

.

I

I

- The strong sense of personal identity and the re~sulting selfrespect of the characters are probably the quali~ies that enable
them to live happily, innocently, and, in-::the fibal
analysis,
I
honorably in spite of their poverty and misfortunes.

I

•

The characters in this play do not deny tre existence of
evil in the world, but they are able to -see that goodness prevails.
Johnny's father laments the evil he sees and lojgs to change when
his poems are returned to him rejected.

The codtents of the

I

morning paper make the rejection doubly frustra~ing:

I

JOHNNY'S FATHER: [Angry] Why do they clamo:r; for ~
things but the best? Why do they destroy
themselves running after things 1of death,
and thrust aside all things of Jlife? I
can •t understand it. There's no hope:j_!or
anybody •

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

36rbid. , p. 1029.
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[Furiously] Ah, you crazy, miser ble
fools. [He ~ 2£ the steps of the .
porch ~ buries ~ face in his hands.
The manuscript of ~ poems is £.;_ the
steps. After several minutes he /kicks
the poems off·the steps of the porch
~ the ground and takes :!:!I'. the Imorning
paper again, looking a_i the heactiines •.
Quietly, ~ deep f~, his voice
mounting in intensityJ Go·ahead, jkill
everybody. Declare War on one another.
Take the people by the thousands,and
mangle them. Their poor hearts and
their poor spirits and their poof bodies.
Give them ugliness. Pollute their dreams.
Horrify them. Distort them with' hatred
I
for one another. Befoul the legend of
the living, you maniacs whose grbatness
•is measured by the number you debtroy.
[JOHNNY appears at the side of ~ house,
unseen. He stands in a trance, !1.istenin
~ his father. The sky begins to darken
You frauds of the world. You wretched and
ungodly. [~ stands and points
finger,
as if across the world}"" Go ahead. Fire
;yourfeeble guns. You won't kill anything.
LQuietly, smiling] There will all-Tays be
poets in the world.37 _
I

1

h

Abominable though the world seems for a moment, IJohnny' s father
is quickly able to reach understanding because ne knows where

I

the true measure of greatness and hope for the world lie.

Later

the same day he is able to say to Johnny, as qudted before, "Let

I
the world be the world, and God love everyone. 11 ~8
I
In

~

i

Professionally Produced Plays

£f. William
I

Briggs brings out that some reviewers have criticized
37~., pp. 1025-1026.

38™.!!•, p. 1027.
I

Saroyan,

~

Heart's
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;!..!!

~

Highlands as being too picturesque and tender,

Others

believe that much of the dialogue does not ring Jrue to the
emotional life and sensibilities of the characteJs.

Briggs

elaborates on the~e criticisms in his study of t!e play:
It is stretching the imagination·a little tel
picture an ordinary grocer accepting the poe,s of
an unknown writer in place of money, and fee+ing
unworthy about it. It is equally doubtful that
even a poet-father would explain to a small 6hild
that the only way to go home is to die. 39
i
Briggs' comments are worthy of consideration, but this writer

I

believes that he underestimates the awareness and depths of
common people,
The principal appeal of

&

Heart's

to lie in the innocence it portrays.

:!:!! ~ Highlands

seems

John Gassn~r, editor of

the anthology which contains the printing of thel play used for
this study, comments on this innocence in his bibgraphical
introduction to the play:

~

& Heart's in the Highlands is written in a single
vein as a work of inviolable innocence. A1.t1 ough
the author's innocence does not exclude the [realities
of poverty and old age, the play is a paean ~o man's
impulsive love of beauty, to kindliness and_/dignity
among the obscure, and to the wondering fai~h that
children reveal. The play is sentimental without
apology and optimistie without reason-attributes
which,
1
incidentally, Saroyan would claim for the gn eater part
1
of the human race.40

~

39Briggs,
Saroyan, pp. 26-28,

Professionally Produced Pllys of William

40Gassner, "William Saroyan," !::_ Treasury
p. 1017.

I

2f the Theatre,
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Even Philip Rahv, who usually reacts negatively

work, admits that in

&

o Saroyan's

Heart's ;i,E. .the Highlands "he succeeds

in creating a scene ,and characters that truly objectify his
formula of innocence. 11 41
.TI!§ PEOPLE WITH LIGHT COMING Q!!! QE ~ , 11942

----,

With Light Coming Out of Them is one of the
-The People
- plays included in Razzle Dazzle.

.

.

.

A radio play, it was £he first

I

broadcast of The Free Company series of broadcasts over Columbia
· Broadcasting System in 1941.

I

In the Razzle Dazzle collection

the play appears prefaced, typically, by statemehts of Saroyan's
philosophy.

Saroyan says in the preface that thb play contains

the same propaganda that is in all his work:
Namely, to reveal the essential goodness an~ humble
greatness of people-to focus attention on the vast •
potentiality of all people for being human, lfor being
kindly, and for enduring the experience of living
with courage and dignity• • • • something r:Ught as I
see the right. • • • 42
I

j

In the preface, Saroyan elaborates on his philosophy, restating
in different words his own truth:

• • • as a human being, as a member of the reat
federation of all the-peoples of the world__!white
and black and yellow and Aryan and non-Aryan and
intelligent and stupid and kindly and savagJ and
exploited and unexploited-I have an ¥legi,ce to
41philip Rahv, "William Saroyan: A Mino:/-ity Report,"
American Mercury, LVII (September, 1943), p. 375.
42william Saroyan, ~ People With Light Coming Out of
Them in Razzle Dazzle (New York: Harcourt, Brae and Company,
1942), p. 241.
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truth itself without regard for politics, and an
allegiance to my own integrity. The inferio\:-, the
' are
second-rate, the corrupt, the brutal, the evil
my enemies in myself, in my family, in my neighbors,
and in all the peoples of the world; and the[ good .
in them, the generous, the nople, the decent~, the
honest, the gracious and the faithful are m allies.
I know that in juxtaposition to the broad and
complex stresses of the present world behavibr
these words are scarcely more than idle talk;, but
I must remind the reader that it has always been
such· idle talk which has in the end made pos1sible
the restoration of decent human values, and~ return
to the problems of peaceful living by the pebples of
the world. No one need imagine that I do no,t feel
the terrible sense of futility in uttering these
words in the presence of such deafening noide, and
no one need imagine that it has not taken a ~reat
discipline to utter these words. It would "8e much
easier for me to say nothing at all-to let lwhat
must happen happen-to go about. my living ?rido:working
with no concern for anybody at all--to damn fthe
whole lot of them to hell and be done with ~t-to
seek my God over my own pathway, in my own time, and
with my o~m faith-to retreat to the peace of complete
disillusionment in everyone excepting God arid myself
-to distrust the child for the father he h&d-to ·
despise the beggar and murderer for the waylhe was
disgraced-to greet no man as a human, and to accept
fully the loneliness which comes of loss of /faith in
man. These things would be easier to do than to hold
fast to the faith and to speak out. In thelgreat assembly of living peoples I am nothing and no one. It
is embarrassing, consequently, to believe that, even
so, I must speak out, that if no one else will do so,
I must. But I cannot and will not accept dJath and
waste, whether of bodies or spirits, whethef of the
past or the present or the future. I have ~o choice
but to hold fast to my faith in God, in rig~t, in
myself, and in all others. If this faith makes a fool
of me, then I shall be a fool • . • • I belitve in the
good-in all things, at the bottom of all tlpings, at
the heart of them, indestructible in them-and while
evil is not unknown to me, whether in feelibg or in
act, I despise it in myself and in all othe}s close
to me or unknown to me. 43
43Ibid. , pp. 244-246,
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· The People With Light Coming Out of Them present

-

-

-

-

---- -

I

pictures

of the goodness that Saroyan talks about in the preface.
The setting of the play is one city block anywhere in
America.

The play consists of descriptions of the people that

live on the block as told to or seen by a young lan who has
just moved to the block.

These people are presebted as typical

i

Americans, and they reveal the goodness that Sar?yan believes
characteristic of most people.
One of the families is that of an old manl who was
-·forced to retire but keeps himself happy building furniture

I

which he gives away to people who cannot afford :to pay for the
lumber.

The daughter, like her father, takes plleasure in simple
'

living:
GIRL:

That's what I like about church on a good
day-when it ' s all over, you go out Humming
the last song they sang, and you step ;into
beautiful sunshine and walk home feelii.ng
.- glad and hungry andl.happy about every/thing. 44

The young man's response to this humble, gentle 'family is "they' re
folks, n45

Another family is that of Pete Ariold.

I

The young man

spends an evening with Pete, his wife and_ seven !children.

They

eat and drink, sing and talk, and the young man 1goes away thinking
what great Americans they are.

His reactions tJ the Japanese

I

laundryman and his son, to the student trumpet player, and to the

-

44Ibid., p. 252.

.

45Ibid., p. 251.
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black doctor are all similar:

they are typical Jericans,

typical human beings, and they are good.
There is an indirect intonation of Saroyj s idea that
the work most people do is destructive in The People
Coming~ of Them.

~

Light

When the ·old man's daughter /asks about his

work, which is painting, the young man explains, "I've got no
boss and I don't keep regular hours or anything ]ike that, but

.

I work like everybody else. 11 46
in

!:1z

I

This passage is :!Jimilar to that

Heart's in the Highlands where Ben AlexandJ:i:· reacts to .

· Mr. Kosak' s thinking he should work iike everyonll else,
.

·.

The concept of unlimited possibilities is clearly illus-

trated in The People

~

Light Coming Out of ~ -

One example

is evident in Pete's introduction of his daughtet Rosa:
PETE:

This lady-oh, she's a lady-look thole high~
heel shoes-she's Rosa, gonna be opera singer.

ROSA:

I'm gonna be a schoolteacher,

PETE:

All right, Rosa,--schoolteacher, aper
too,47

singer,

Later Dominick, Pete's sixteen-year-old son, comes to see the
young man to discuss his future,
that's what I'll do,

When he leaves/ he says "• ,

I'll go to college and work both,

1-

I guess

there's time for everyf:l:iing if a fellow makes up !his mind to find
the time. 11 48
46Ibid,, p, 253,

47~•• p. 262.

48 ibid., p. 263,
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The real import of the play though is, si ply stated
again and again, that people are basically good,

The·young

man expounds on this idea at the close of the ply after the
black doctor has remarked on the laughter and hehth of life:
YOUNG MAN:

..

I

.

• , ,' ,· All the people in this block
are like that, • • • But this blbck' s
no different from any other block in any
other town in America• • • • I'v~ seen
people with light in' em, Human people,
People who are young and friendly and
kind-oh, I know. I've seen bad!people,
too-all kinds of 'em-but I've looked a
long time, and it's gotten so thkt I can
see right through people who loo~ as if
they're bad. They're not bad-they're
having trouble-they're up against something-things have been going wrbngthey' ve lost faith--they need more things
than they've got-they're out there
fighting because they don't know1 what else
to do about the trouble-but even these
people are good people, Somethihg•s pressing
against their spirits, hurting •bm. Everything isn't perfect in any bloc~ of any
town or city in this country, but in this
country it's always trying to improve-,-.-. ,
Look out this window down at the; street.
It's not a fancy street, The houses aren't
much, The people in them aren'\1 people
you read about in newspapers and magazines,
But down there is America, • ,' There is
the strength of this nation, and the hope
· of the world, Look at the light! shining
out of those humble houses, Th~t light is
the light of a happy nation, a free and
growing people, a people without: fear, a
.
people who love 1nstead
of hate,I' whose
casual everyday humanity is strqnger than
any other power in the world. ~his is a
good block. I like it here, because the
best people from all over the world are
growing here into the first reai nation of
the world-the American nation 1the nation

,I

I
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of human people-the people with light
coming out of them. 49

.

1

Here we see Saroyan when he most sounds like Elnerson.
is constant and dominant.

Evil is only apparent!

Goodness

Whether or

not the play is dramatically effective, and it licks much, it
I
.
definitely illustrates Saroyan's philosophy, Inifact, the play
I

is so excessive in its statements that one can easily see how
Rahv might become so annoyed with Saroyan's "shehding of sweetness
and light 11 50r.as to remark that the significance bf his career can
be viewed as "an object lesson in the atrophy of taste and decay
of values to which the national literature has bFen exposed since
''

the early 1930' s. "51
CHRIS~• 1969

Chris Sick was published in 1969 i n ~ Dogs

.

Plays.

I

!!E.£

Two Other

We have moved to the latter part of Saroyan's dramatic

I

career, not because the works between 1942 and ~969 do not sup'

port Saroyan's philosophy of goodness and freeddm, but because
some of the plays in between will be discussed 'n terms of another
aspect of Saroyan's optimism and because of the need to limit the
scope of this study.

Chris Sick is the only play examined in

depth in this study that has not yet achieved mlch literary
49~•

I

P• 265,

50Rahv, "William Saroyan:
51 Ibid.

r

A Minority Re ort," p. 372.
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recognition, perhaps because it was published so recently.
This play contains more negative overtones than Jhose discussed
so far, but the Saroyan optimism still prevails,jand after
looking at The People With Light Coming Out of T em, it is a
relief to turn to it.
Chris Sick is a more definite statement of Saroyan's
I

belief in freedom and individuality than any of the plays above.

I

It is. the story of a man with a dream that he will not give up.
Every y~ar of his life he tries to fulfill it, at d every year
- he is defeated.

But he always comes back roaring and tries again.

I
The play opens on the occasion of his latest defeat.

His wife,

son and daughter are anxiously waiting for Chris,to awaken and
come out mad at the world so they will know that he is still
himself, governed by his dream.

They love him bjcause of his

dream even though it creates problems.

Even as lhey wait, they

"entertain" a man from a collection agency who is waiting to
I

serve eleven summonses on Chris for bills he hasl run up and is
unable to pay.

They are not too concerned about this fact for

the ps.ttern is always the same and they have dea t with it for
years.

The doctor comes, _as usual, to help out.

awakens, he is smiling.

But when Chris

His wife and children ~ry everything

they can think of to make him angry:

they turn 1an the pianola;

they put flies in his room; they allow a reportJr to interview

him; they let street urchins go into his room to look at him;
they send the man from the collection agency in to serve the
eleven summonses; they even go on with their New Year's_party.
Nothing works.

Chris just keeps smiling and agr eing.

A rich

man and his chauffeur (actually escapees from an insane asylum)
wander into the party and learn of the problem. ,Just as the
i

rich man starts to pay off Chris' debts, two officers come toI

talce the two back• . When Chris comes out of his ~oom and sees
.
1
what is going on, his old anger finally returns rd he takes
. control of the situation.

There is much more tol the play than

can be indicated in a plot summary, of course, _but subsequent
analysis will compensate for the lack.

i

The man from the collection agency is a fbil for the
character of Chris.
of Chris 1 •

Nearly all of his traits arl opposites

While Chris fills Saroyan' s -ideal ofl individual

freedom, the man is the negation of that ideal, a man who has
become his adjustments, whose character is molde:d and controlled
by society.
identity.

MAN:

The man could have, like Chris, retained his
He too had had a dream:
I loved them and they loved me, and we loved
-the children, but somehow we were ill of us
always free, and unafraid, and without
anxieties, and none of us had anything against
anybody, and we just didn't know what it was
to hate--we just couldn't think of such a
thing. There just never was any r ason to
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hate anybody.

It was a fantasy entirely.

By the time I was nineteen I !mew it ~- 52

The man chose to give up his dream and thereforejlost his individuality.

Instead of the UIµque person he coul

have been, he

became a man limited by his work and his social lbligations:
MAN:

I

But I've explained all that, I've gbt to
stay. I've got to hand your father: the
eleven summonses. I've got to turn: in my
report. I've got to earn my living) so I
can keep up the payments on my homej pay
doctor's bills, bey food and clothes for
my children, put away a few dollars! so my
children can go to good schools-I simply
have got to stay unless I suddenly decide
I don't want to go on with any of it at all,
and I'm afraid I haven't the courag~ to do
that. I hope you understand that my involvement with your father is entirely
impersonal. I do admire him, I do even
sympathize withhl.m. His idea is even
wilder than the idea I abandoned at nineteen and much nobler.53

Even though this character is a man estranged from himself, he
can still remember longingly his dream and can a~preciate and
I
respect Chris' struggle for fulfillment. Howeve,r,
he is easily
--

I

talked out of his understanding attitude by the doctor who uses
the man to try to hasten Chris' recovery:
DOCTOR:,-, That's more like it. But more, much ~ •
Who does he think he is? A privilJged
character ·or some kind? Does he think he
has rights nobody else in the worl4 has?
_______w_e_1_1, he's mistaken.

l

52william Saroyan, Chris ~ - in ~ ~ and Two Other
Plays (New York: Phaedra, Inc.,Publishers, 1969), p. 199.
53Ibid. , pp. 199-200.
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MAN:

Yes, I do believe he is mistaken. Laws
are made for all of the people, and 1 all
of them must obey them.
-

DOCTOR:

Much better, but more, still more. Just
because for a week every year every ody
thinks he's the greatest man in the world
and notices his greatness a hundred million
times in a hundred million places d,esn't
mean that at the end of the week he! isn't
exactly the same as ever;ybody else,,and
answerable for his acts.54
'

The man is unable, as he had been at nineteen,

tb

resist the

I

stale, superficial logic of society that the doctor has adopted
to gain ·his ends.
Saroyan's statement that "when a man is something in
I

i

himself, others soon know it 11 55 is portrayed in Chris Sick.
I

Chris' family, of course, recognizes his greatners, but so do
the other characters:

the man from the collection agency, the

doctor, the reporter, the street urchins, and, ab the doctor
says, everybody.

,

I

The man from the agency comments about Chris

at one point:
MAN:

He's an unusual man. I don't suppose he's
ever gone about the business of livh.ng as
other men have.56

Even the rich man who wanders into the party an! meets Chris

as soon as he comes out of his bedroom pays homage immediately:
54rbid. ~ pp. 218-219.

I
55saroyan, li2,i p0.ng, p. 174.

56saroyan, Chris ~ . p. 195~

!
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RICH MAN,

J,,,

We mot again ~, again m=r tho
but as you may remember we were in ~he
street at the time and among the crowd,
so to say-entirely anonymous, Thi$ is
indeed a great honor• • • • 57

7

.

That the influence of the individual is force~ul,and pervasive is
effectively objectified i~ this play by the character·of Chris.
· The importance of Chris' dream, the dreamlthat sets him apart
I

from others and gives him his identity, is repea}edly spoken of in
the play.

The conversation between the doctor aild the girl about
I
the state of Chris' health includes a concise statement of th;i.s
'

1

. importance, for others as well as Chris:
IXlCTOR:

I

·

.

It may be a phase of course. He may be
getting old, that's all. I mean,-~
old, It may be that just the idea is
dying in him and that he himseliwill
stay alive for many years to come. I As
· I say, I'm not at all sure of anything.

GIRL:

Father's idea dead? Why, father wo!uidn•t
be anything at all without his idea.

IX)CTOR:

Precisely. Still, something of thel sort
happens to people every day. We se'e
them still moving about in the stre1ets
but we know something very important
died in them long ago.
I

GIRL:

We don't want that to happen to father.
I think it would be better i£ he died
entirely, rather than ~ . 5
.

1
Saroyan implies here that·when the dream, or whatever
it happens to

be that keeps any man's individuality for him
meaning and hopelessness has a way in.

57~• I P• 232,

58Ibid., PP· 216-217.

es, life loses its
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Naturally, since the central character in the play is
strongly individualistic, the issues of eccentri ity and insanity are brought up.

I

Very early in the play, ©hris' two

I

children discuss him in terms of insanity by contrasting Chris
and t·he man from the collection agency.

The daIIhter is more

doubtful than the son:
BOY:

I said it before and I'll say it ag ·n. I· 1 d
rather be crazy the way my father is than
foolish the way- - -(Points at m!m) he is.
He believes in facts! That whole briefcase
is full of them.

GIRL:

What would you have him believe in instead?

BOY:

Not instead, just in addition to. No harm
in believing in facts if you believe in
everything else, too. 59
I

i

I

The children are not really saying Chris is crazy.

!

saying he is different and, incidentally, better'.

They are
The question

arises again in the play, this tim~ in referencJ to the rich man.
1
A discussion develops around the rich man's decision
to pay
I

Chris' bills:
RICH MAN:

Well, I don't !mow, but isn't it said that
it is better to give than to receive?
I

MAN:

It is, but I never !mew anybody in lhis right
mind who ever paid much attention to that
saying.

I -

RICH MAN: I think I may say that I am in. quite the
· rightest mind I have never been in.I Madam,
despair no more.60
59Ibid., PP• 190-191.

60~•• p. 230.
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Although the rich man and his chauffeur have escaped from an
I

insane asylum, Chris (and Saroyan) seems to dis~gree with the
I

evaluation of them as crazy,

I

Chris reprimands the officers
I
I

who came to take the two back, telling them that they must
'

behave as human beings so long as they are guests of his house,
His judgment apparently makes them question their own:
OFFICER 2: I don't know why we have to make such
a point of hurrying them back, What's
the hurry? Unless we're afraid they might
stop bging- - --(He gestures, ~ indicate
.c_razy) 1
·
,
- At this point, an audience could hardly leave Chris

~

without

examining its own estimation of sanity and insanity,
Chris

~

is involved to a lesser degree in portraying

Saroyan's belief in the innate goodness of man, but there is one
section devoted primarily to explaining the logic behind that
belief,

This explanation occurs as the outgrowth of the doctor's

casual question to Chris' daughter about marriage:
DOCTOR:

Well, if men and women didn't love one another
with an almost unaccountable illogic, and a
deeply tender scorn for the truth as revealed
by the evidence, I daresay the gynecological
aspects of my training and skill would very
seldom be exercised,

GIRL:

Do you mean men and women are all awful but
get married and have children anyhow?

DOCTOR:

Awful?

I wonder if that's the word we're after,

61.!!&.!!,, p. 236,
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GIRL:

Well, then, do you mean they're~
wonderful?

DOCTOR:

Quite the contrary, They are, and
precisely because they really aren't
at all.

GIRL:

Do you·mean, then, that they're really
wonderful because they're really awful?

DOCTOR:

I think we've over-simplified the matter.
Let me see if I can put it this way:
men and women aren't really awful. It's
just that an enormous number of unavoidable circumstances make them ~ awful.

GIRL:

Then you do believe everybody would be
wonderfulif circumstances permitted
them to?

DOCTOR:

Yes, I do.62

At·the end of the play even Chris is able to join the party and
welcome back the world.

Chris Sick is an effective and successful

expression of the belief in free will that is such an important
aspect of Saroyan's optimism.
Get Away Old Man, 1944, the story of a young writer who is
able to retain his independence on the Hollywood scene, presents
concepts of freedom similar to those in Chris Sick.
~

So does

Ego's House, 1949, and, in a mnre limited way, Sweeney~ the

Trees, 1941.

~

Dogs, 1969, like Chris Sick, touches on the

question of man I s madness, but the real theme of The Dogs has more
to do with the effect of love.
62Ibid., pp. 208-209.

CHAPTER III
POWER OF LOVE

Saroyan's optimism is especially concerned with the power
of love to improve the world,

Just as goodness and volition im-

prove those who exercise these qualities thereby providing hope
and examples for the world, so Saroyan says love does,

In fact,

Saroyan has it that it is frequently love that enables one to
exercise his personal freedom and to see goodness in others, in
the world, in life,

Chapter I specifies that Saroyan means much

more by the term than the love of one individual for another,,
This personal love is only a part of what Saroyan refers to:
• , • love is an enormous word, synonymous with other
enormous words, like God, One wants to love and one
wants to be loved, Ordinarily; it is understood by
this that one wants to love another, or other, human
beings. It is probable, though, that there is more
to it than that. One also wants to love and be loved
by the measureless universe and by its secret and
unknown laws and graces, , • by the loving which is
in. all matter and energy, One wants love of luck and
mystery, of chance and secret, or risk and art. , , ,
One loves another, or other, human beings because
his love for them increases his love for the other
things and their love for him, or because other human
beings embody for him all or most of the other things,
and bring some of the love out of these, things to him.
That is why love is a troublesome and wonderful thing,
for it is sent forth out of a body and received into
it, and a body is a variable thing, tentative, inconstant, inconsistent. , , , 1
1saroyan, The Bicycle Rider in Beverly Hills, pp. 71-72,
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Saroyan believes too that love must go beyond that which is
beautiful, appealing and lovable.

The true test of love lies in

its reaction to the unlovable:
I found that it was not enough to love that which
attracted love, or compelled it. I found that I
personally must love that which was not of love
made, which did not compel or attract it. For
what good is love if it is involved only in itself?
Is it in fact love at all?2
According to Saroyan himself it is his love for the world, both
good and bad, and the people of all kinds (as revealed in his love
of the streets) that makes him unique as a writer.3
Saroyan's love does come through strongly in his plays and
does give his writing a nature that" does not fit in with that of
most writing of the period.

Philip Rahv sees Saroyan's love of

life and people as a pose, "his corniest public role:
supremely devoted lover of mankind. 11 4

that of the

However, as Saroyan says

with reference to both himself and George Bernard Shaw, a man
finally becomes his public image from living up to it for so long. 5

In Short Drive, Sweet Chariot, Saroyan refers to love as a
force of nature.6

An explicit example of how broad and powerful

a force it is in Saroyan's life can be seen from his "Say I'm a
Liar, But I Love You.
2lli_!!., p. 89.

Guess Who?" first_ published in Playboy
3Ibid., p. 167.

4Rahv, "William Saroyan:

A Minority Report," p. 373.

5saroyan, Not Dying, p. 214.
6saroyan, Short Drive, Sweet Chariot, p. 74.
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magazine, and later in

1 ~ 12_ Believe 1 Had

Forever

~

1'...!!!,

Not So Sure:
--As I am still breathing, I want to send a 1964
Valentine to the following:
1. My enemies, if I have any, which they know,
and I don't: I love you, Opposition, animosity,.
rejection, even hatred made me such as I am, which
I am not prepared to belittle, and so my love, ladies
and gentlemen, wherever you are,
2, The people I don't know, don't understand,
and now and then tend to hate because they seem to
be stupid, vicious, and determined to make the
American version of the human experience a monstrous
thing: good luck in whatever the real fight is that
you are fighting, which you probably don't even
know you are fighting, If I can't love you, and I'm
afraid you don't permit me to, I can't hate you, and
I will not pity you. Only God can do that, • , •
3, Red China-government, land, people; and all •
. You don't have to love me, but I've got to love you,
because you're beautiful, and sooner or later even
Marxism can be seen to be as earnestly imperfect but
hopeful and human as Jeffersonism, We shall learn
from one another, and not only live and let live,
but help live, and not hinder, you us or us you.
The rest of my Valentines are purely personal:
everybody I have ever known and now and then perhaps
hurt; everybody whose kindnesses to me I haven't
cherished, my daughter, my son, my dead father, my
dead mother, all of my dead: we don't get along,
we don't understand one another, we talk too much,
we say too little, we hardly ever make sense, and
almost never the simple sense of love, but I love
you,7
Saroyan's vision of truth and order in the world and the love that
stems from that vision are those of an e_xpansive mind capable of
overcoming the limitations of personal involvement, dogma, and
7william Saroyan, I Used To Believe I Had Forever Now I'm
~~Sure (United States of America: Cowles,""-1968), pp:-T71-172.
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tradition.

This broad and generous love, or ld.ndness, as he has

tenned it elsewhere, is portrayed in many of his plays although
none of them are concerned exclusively with this aspect of his
optimism.

The

~

of Your Life was first published in 1939 and won

the Pulitzer Prize, which Saroyan refused, for 1940.
refused the award because he believed

~ ~

£!:

Saroyan

~

Life was no

-·better than anything else he had written and because he objected
to art's being patronized by wealth.a

The play is set in Nick's

Pacific Street Saloon, Restaurant, and Entertainment Palace on the
waterfront in San Francisco.

Here Joe, a rich, hard-drinld.ng char-

.

acter who has rejected working for a living, spends all of his
waking hours at a center table dispensing philosophy, money, champagne, and especially kindness to all who enter.

These include

Tom, responsible to Joe for his life, who acts as Joe's errand boy;
Kitty Duval, an ethereal-sounding prostitute who longs for a better
way of life and in whom Joe and Tom are able to see beauty and
goodness; Wesley, a black boy who plays the piano naturally and
touchingly; Harry, a natural born dancer intent on mald.ng the world
laugh but unsuccessful in the attempt; Willie, a pinball fanatic;
$Briggs, ~ -Professionally Produced Plays of William Saroyan,
PP• 32-33.
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McCarthy, a philosophic longshoreman; McCarthy's boyhood friend,
Krupp, a policeman who hates his job because of what it does to
him but does not know what else to do; an.old Arab who sits at
the bar playing the harmonica and. muttering from time to time,
"No fmmdation all the way down the line"; 9 Kit Carson, or Murphy,
roving cowboy and teller of tall tales; and a number of others
who are all deeply pursuing happiness.

Nick's place is a near

utopia, everyone there seeking, giving, loving, until Blick, head
of the waterfront vice squad, enters the scene.

He believes that

· prostitutes are working out of Nick's and warns the bartender that
he will close the place down if he can verify the information.
Nick orders him out and again happiness prevails.

When Tom meets

Kitty Duval, he falls in love with her and wants to marry her.
Joe moves her out of the cheap waterfront hotel and gives her
money to re-establish herself,

Tom's very personal love and Joe's

broader kindness bring OlJ.t the wistful beauty and desire for goodness in Kitty.

However, Blick, seeing her at the saloon again,

accuses her of being a prostitute and is forcefully ejected from
the saloon as a result.

Joe attempts to shoot Blick, but the gu.~

misses fire; Kit Carson finishes the job.

Joe gets Tom a job

driving a truck, and Kitty and Tom go o:ff together to make a new
life.
9\filliam Saroyan, The Time of Your Life in Robert W. Corrigan,
ed., The Modern Theatre (New York:-The Macmillan Company, 1964),
P• llhl.
.
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Obviously, The

~

of Your Life could be discussed as

easily in terms of goodness and volition as in terms of love.
Here again Saroyan has stated romantically and imaginatively his
belief that people are naturally good and free.

In this play love

is the force that enables the characters to exercise their goodness
and freedom; hence, love is basically responsible for the impro~ements and hope established in the play.
in the note appended to the play what

Saroyan says more directly

~ ~

of Your Life

expresses dramatically:

In the time of your life, live so that in that good time
there shall be no ugliness or death for any life your
life touches. Seek goodness everywhere, and when it is
found, bring it out of its hiding place and let it be
free and unashamed. Place in matter and in flesh the
least of the values, for these are things that must hold
death and pass away. Discover in all things t~at which
shines and is beyond corruption. Encourage virtue in
whatever heart it may have been driven into secrecy"and
sorrow by the .shame and terror of the world. Ignore the
obvious, for it is unworthy of the clear eye and the
.kindly heart. Be the inferior of no man, nor of any man
be the superior. Remember that every man is a variation
of yourself. No man's guilt is not yours, nor is any
man's innocence a thing apart. Despise evil and ungodliness, but not men of ungodliness or evil. These,
understand• • • • In the time of your life, live-so
that in that wondrous time you shall not add to the
misery and sorrow of the world, but shall smile to the
infinite delight. and mystery of it.10
The play effectively shows characters behaving humanely and gently.
Nick's Saloon is a place where everyone who enters is encouraged to show whatever virtue is in his innermost being, a place
J.Oibid. , p. 1180.
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where beauty is sought and found.

At the same time, it is a very

ordinary place, ''Well, it's not out of the world. ·It's on a street
in a city, and people come and go,

They bring whatever·they've

got with them and they say what they must say. 1111

Nick is a little

bewildered by the things he sees happening in his saloon.

Although

.. he is no philosopher, Nick is a kindly, gentle man that is touch,ed
by beauty whether in music or in people,

While he is glad for the

elevation of humanity that occurs when people come into.his place,
he really cannot figure out why the people choose ·to come th~re:

NICK:

(watching)~ run the lousiest dive in Frisco, and
a guy arrives and makes me stock up with champagne.
The whores come in and holler at me that they're
ladies, Talent comes in and begs me for a chance
to show itself, Even society people come here once
in a while. I don't know what for, Maybe it's
liquor, Maybe it's the location, Maybe it's my
personality. Maybe it's the crazy personality of
the joi~t. The old honky-ton.~. (~ause) Maybe they
can't feel at home anywhere else.I

Nick's place is transformed by Joe's affectionate presence into a
kind of American Camelot:
( ~ atmosphere is ~ ~ of ~ • natural, American ~ ;
every !!!!!!!. innocent and good; each doing what he believes he
should do, £E_ what he must do. There is deep American
na'ivet!3 and faith in the behav.i.or of each person, ~ ~
is competing with anyone else, No ~ hates anyone else,
Every!!!!!!!. is living, and letting live. ~ !!!!!!!, is following his destiny ~ he feels ;hi should be followed; £E. is
abandoning it ~ he feels it ~ • ~ ~ • be abandoned;
£E. is forgetting it for the moment ~ he feels he should
forget g_. Although everyone ~ ~ serious, there is
li~,

I

p, 1169.

12rbid. , p. 1154.
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unmistakable smiling and humor in the scene; §a sense
the human body and spirit emerging ~ the world. imposed state of stress and fretfulness, fear and
awkwardness, to the more natural state of casualness
and grace. Eachpersonbelongs to the environment,
in his ~ person, ~ himself.· •• :)I3

2.f.

The innocence, goodness and freedom that form such an important
part of the plays discussed in Chapter II are reiterated i n ~
~

2.f.

Your~' but here the impetus of love gives an additional

dimension.

Nick's place provides a benevolent atmosphere for the

prosperity of these qualities.
Joe explains his presence at Nick''s during his conversation
with Mary about drinking,

He spends his time loafing and drin)cing

there rather than following some means of livelihood because he
wants to allow himself time to live:
JOE:

(dramatically) Why do I like to drink? Because
I don't like to be gypped. Because I don't like
to be dead most of the time and just a little
alive every once in a long while. (pause) If I
don't drink, I become fascinated by unimportant
things-like everybody else. I get busy. Do
things. All kinds of little stupid things, for
all kinds of little stupid reasons. Proud,
selfish, ordinary things. I've done them, Now
I don't do anything. I live all the time. Then
I go to sleep,14
- - - -- -

Joe 'is at Nick's seeking to live generously, meaningfully, and kindly,
He feels an obligation beyond that to himself which he mentions
later in his conversation with Mary:
13Ibid., p. 1155.

14Ibid., p. 1158.
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MARY:

(listening) You have responsibilities?

JOE:

(~dly; rises) One, and thousands. As a matter
of fact, I fell responsible to everybo'dy. At
least to everybody I meet, I've been trying for
three years to find out if it's possible to live
what I think is a civilized life, I mean a life
that can't hurt any other life,15

Joe does not limit his benevolence to lives he touches.that are
already good,

He extends it to every life he contacts,

His love

goes beyond that which is lovable and fills the Saroyan criterion
of loving the unlovable,

His ability to love so generously stems

from his understanding of life and the order of the universe which
is perhaps even deeper than that of the Arab,

He explains the non-

commital Arab's vague pronouncement about the foundation of the
world:
ARAB:

(at first step forward to the right; after
making many faces, thinking~ deeply) No
foundation, All the way down the line, What,
What-not. Nothing, I go walk and look at sky,
(~goes~ right)

KRUPP:

(follows to in front of bar) What? What-not?
(to JOE) What's that mean?

JOE:

(slowly, thinking, remembering) What? What-not?
That means this side, that side, Inhale, exhale,
What: birth. What-not: death, The inevitable,
the astounding, the magnificent seed of growth
and decay in all things. Beginning, and end,
That man, in his own way, is a prophet, He is
one who, with the help of beer, is able to reach
that state of deep understanding in which what
and what-~ot, the reasonable and the unreasonable,
are ~,lb

15Ibid.

16~. , p. 1161.
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Perhaps Joe is able to love indiscriminately because he recognizes that ultimately the lovable and the unlovable are one.
Joe's ld.ndness acts upon the nature of all the characters
who come into Nick's, excepting Blick, in a way that enables them
to be truly themselves and to achieve the most and best that they
are capable of.

Wesley and Harry come into the saloon destitute

and desperate:. Encouraged by Joe, Nick allows them to display
their_talents, and both reveal naturally superior abilities.

They

stay at the saloon and contribute beautifully to the idyllic atmos· phere, enjoying themselves and their abilities for good for the
first time.

Krupp and McCarthy achieve a deeper understanding of

what it means to live as opposed to merely being alive and governed
by the business of staying alive.

Other minor characters are

influenced in the same manner by Joe's benevolence.

Kitty and Tom,

though, are the most significant examples of the power of love to
foster goodness and freedom and hence to improve the world inasmuch
as it improves those whose lives it touches.
When Kitty Duval first comes into Nick's, she is described
charitably.

All that is good and, yes, pure, comes through:

(KITTY DUVAL ••• comes beyond the swinging doors
quietly, and walks slowly to the bar, her reality and
rhythm :i- perfect accompaniment to the sorrowful American
music, which is her music, as it is TOM'S. Which the
world drove out of her, puttingin its place brokenness
~ all manner of spiritually crippled forms.
She~
to understand this, and is angry. Angry with herself,
full of hate for ~ poor world, and full of ~ and
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contempt for its tragic, unbelievable, confounded
people, She ~ ::_ small, powerful girl, with that
kind of delicate and rugged beauty which ~ circumstance of evil £E_ ~ r e a l i t y ~ destroy, ~
beauty is that element of the immortal which ~ in
the ~ of good ~ common people, and which is
kept alive:!:!:_~ of the female o f ~ kind, ~
matter how accidentally~ pointlessly they may have
entered the world. KITTY DUVAL is somebody, There
~ ~ angry purity, ~ ::_ fierce pride, 2:.£ her.
In
her stance, and way of walking, there is grace and
a'rrogance,)l'T""""
Joe reacts kindly to Kitty and, of course, Tom's reaction, described
as "almost religious adoration, nl8 is even more markedly positive,
Kitty seen coldly and superficially, as she is later when Blick
enters, can only b~ named a prostitute.

Even Nick, before he has

learned much from Joe, calls her a "two-dollar whore. nl9

On the

surface, Kitty is neither virtuous or worthy, yet Joe responds to
her lovingly and brings out the goodness she has hidden within.
Joe treats Kitty with gentle and honest respect and kindness,
He probes into her humanity and di'.scovers her uniqueness and
encourages her virtue.

In doing so, he reveals the forcefulness

of love in his own nature,'

When Joe asks Kitty about her dream (as

in Chris Sick, the dream represents that idea so vital to the

character that without it he loses his individuality), she starts
to take offense, but Joe patiently convinces her of his good will:
JOE:

(gently but severely) It's not in my nature to
be unkind to another human being. I have only
contempt for wit, Otherwise I might say something obvious, therefore cruel, and perhaps untrue.

l 7Ibid. , p. ll49, .

18lli,1,

l 9 ~ . , P• 1150,
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KITTY:

You be careful what you think about me,

JOE:

( slowly, not looking at her) I have only the
noblest thoughts for both your person, and
your spirit,2O

Slowly, Joe is able to draw out Kitty• s wistful innocence and her
dream of home and love,

He believes in her and accepts her own

evaluation of her worth.
Joe's kindness alone is not sufficient to enable Kitty to
change her life style to what she really wants,

Without the hope,

the promise, Tom's love gives her, she would have remained a prostitute,· At first she mistakes the nature of Tom's feelings for
her and asks him if he has two dollars before taking him to her
room,

Once they are in her room, an old client arrives, and Tom's

violently protective reaction makes real to her his hope of
marrying her,· Here Joe's financial support is crucial to her
becoming what she can be with Tom,

It is the interaction of the

two very different kinds of love that frees Kitty of the life that
has hampered her goodness and twisted her nature,

Her dream at

last becomes attainable,
Before the advent of Kitty into Tom's life, he was completely
dependent upon Joe,
financially,

Joe supported him emotionally as well as

Tom hardly moved without J.oe' s· instruction or per-

mission, and he seldom objected_to this dependency,
altered Tom's submissiveness,

But Kitty

Tom wanted to be free to marry Kitty.
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Joe's ld.ndness prompted him to make Tom independent,

He does so

at first by reversing their roles:
JOE:

Tom, you stay with Kitty, I'm going down to
Union Square to hire an automobile, I'll be
back in a few minutes, We'll ride out to the
ocean and watch the sun go down, Then we'.ll
ride down the Great Highway to Half Moon Bay.
We'll have supper down there, and you and
Kitty can dance,

TOM:

(stupefied, unable to express his amazement
and gratitude) Joe, you mean you're going to
go on an errand for me? You mean you're not
going to send me?

JOE:

That's right, (fu:. gestures toward KITTY,
indicating that TOM shall ~ !2, her, protect
the innocence :!:!:. her which is :!:!:. ~ much danger
~ TOM isn't near, which TOM loves~ deeply)2J.

Joe's action places him in a subservient position to Tom, mald.ng
Tom aware of his own worth and contributing to his emotional independence,

Joe finds Tom a job driving a truck, thus freeing Tom

of all dependence upon him and allowing· him to become his own man,
Just before Tom and Kitty leave to try to fulfill their
·dream of love and home, they are in Nick's place talking to Joe,
Blick comes in and, recognizing Kitty as a prostitute, harrasses
her into trying to do·a burlesque number,

The resulting murder of

Blick is difficult to explain in the light of Saroyan's concept of
love and belief in the ability of goodne·ss, volition, and love to
improve the world,

By

the time

2l~., pp, ll67-ll68.

qf this event, every other character
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has become, by the action of broad and generous love, all of the
best that he could.

But Blick has remained unmoved.

Of course,

he is the epitome of the triumph of all that is bad in man:
BLICK ~ the sort of human being you dislike .!!:1
sight. He is !!£ different from anybody ~
physically. ~ face ~ ~ ordinary face. There
~ nothing obviously wrong with·~, and yet you
~ ~ it is impossible, ~ ~ the ~ generous expansion of understanding, ~ accept him ~
!!:_ human being. He is the strong ~ without strength
-strong only among the ~-~ weakling who ~
force on the weaker,ZZ-

___

Nick attacks Blick directly:
NICK:

(rn casually, without ill. will) Listen.
I've got no use for you, or anybody like
you. You're out to change the world from
something bad to something worse, Something
like yourself. 23
.·

The key in these references to Blick lies in the fact that he tries
to change the world for the worse.

The other characters would not

have been so harsh if he had not tried to impose his evil on others,
thus destroying goodness and beauty and innocence where they had
been able to uncover it,

Joe tries to maintain a charitable

attitude toward Blick, "He may not be so bad, deep down underneath, 1124
But when Blick threatens the goodness in Kitty that love has coaxed
out of hiding, even Joe can no longer treat him kindly,
Kit Carson, a vaudeville type of character, is responsible
for Blick's death,

His story of how it happened is as whimsical

22Ibid., pp. 1155-1156,

23~., p. 1156.

24Ibid. , p. 1157,
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and unbelievable as his stories of cattle herding on a bicycle:
KIT:

Never felt better in my life. (quietly)
I shot a man once. In San Francisco. Shot
him two times. In 1939, I think it was. In
October. Fellow named Blick or Glick or
something like that. Couldn't stand the way
he talked to ladies. Went up to my room and
got my old pearl-handled r evolver and waited
for him on Pacific Street. Saw him walking,
and let him have it , two times. Had to throw
the beautiful r evolver into the Bay. 25

Neither Kit nor any of the other characters regret that Blick was
killed.

Perhaps Sar oyan ' s note , "Have no shame in being kindly and

gent l e, but if the time comes in the time of your life to kill ,
kill and have no r egr et, 11 26 explains how they can kill proudly and
B..µppst innocently.

Edmund Wil son elucidates the problem of Blick' s

murder somewhat in his notes on the play in "The Boys in the Back
Room:

William Saroyan":

In a word, he achieves the fact of making and keeping
us boozy without the use of alcohol and purely by the
action of art. I t seems natural that the cop and the
l abor leader should be having a drink together ; that
the prostitute should be a wistful child, who gets
married by someone that loves her; that the tall tales
of t he bar raconteur should turn out to be perfectly
true, that the bar millionaire should be able to make
good his munificent philanthropical offers : that they
sr.ould be r eally Jack the Giant-Killer and Santa Claus ;
and t hat it should be possible to croak the vicecrusader, who is trying to make everybody unhappy, as
hannlessly as the devil in a children's !'extravaganza. n27
25Ibid., p. ll80.

2 6Ibid.

27Edmund Wilson , "The Boys in the Back Room:
The New Republic, CIII (November 18, 1940) , p. 697.
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But one is still left to wonder why all the love and goodness
surrounding Blick was powerless to improve him when it was so
beneficial to the other characters.
Philip Rahv, while he r esponds happily to the vaudeville
in The Time of ~ Life, criticizes the sentiments expressed as
"pure corn, 1128 but J oseph Wood Krutch does the play more justice
in saying that it "proclaims the strange uniqueness of human beings ,
and presents them achieving themselves to the limit. 1129 Love is

-- --- -- --- -

the force that frees the characters in The Time of Your Life to
develop their uniqueness and goodness.
LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG, 1940
Love ' s Old Sweet Song, as the title indicates, emphasizes
Saroyan ' s concept of love even more than The Time of Your Life does.
Saroyan says in t he preface that this play is literally a song, "the
oldest song in the world, as love is the most basic emotion of life. n30
This play, set in Bakersfield, California, has a more distinct pl ot
than most of Saroyan ' s pl ays.

Ann Hamilton, who is a beautiful,

small-town spinster of forty- four , fall s in l ove with a patent me:licine vendor.

Georgie Americanos, a Postal Telegraph messenger, brings

Ann a fi ctitious tel egram that was composed by a fell ow messenger

as a practical joke on Georgie.
28Rahv, ''William Saroyan:
~

The message is t hat one Barnaby Gaul
A Minority Report," p. 375,

29J oseph Wood Krutch, 11 Review of The Time of Your Life,"
Nation, November 4, 1939, p. 505.

30william Saroyan , Love ' s Old Sweet Song (New York:
French, 1940) , p. ix.
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remembers Ann from his youth and is returning to claim her,

On

the day the telegram set for Gaul's arrival, a traveling con artist,
or pitchman, as Saroyan calls him, comes to Ann's home,

Thinking he

is Gaul, Ann falls in love with him; not one to pass up a free ride
of any kind, the man assumes the name Barnaby Gaul. and plans to stay
at the spinster's home indefinitely,

This arrangement is interrupted

almost as soon as Gaul gets inside the house by the arrival of a
family of migratory workers, Cabot Yearling, his wife, Leona, and
their fourteen children, accompanied by an unpublished writer and a
. ·photographer from

~

magazine,

Gaul, saying he cannot stand_ the

intrusion of such noisy confusion into his life, leaves Ann permanently, he thinks,

But Ann follows him through the streets and pleads

with him to come back, leaving her house at the mercy of the Yearlings
who refused to move on,
destroy her furniture,

They eat Ann's food, wear her clothes, and
Ann return~ and, unable to cope with the

Yearlings, finally sends Georgie for the sheriff,
her his father's home as temporary refuge,

Georgie offers

The sheriff makes the

Yearlings leave, but since they have no where to go, Georgie sends
them,·~too, to his father's house,

Gaul, drawn back to Ann's by the

irresistible force of her love for him, discovers her house in flames,
He rescues Lucy, the youngest Yearling child, who was left behind in
the confusion, and follows the rest of the characters to the Americanos
home,

Here Gaul confesses his deceit and, using his true identity,

offers Ann his sincere ·love and explains that her love has made him
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a new man,

They decide to get married, adopt Lucy, and buy a

trailer ,so they can use what is left of the Yearling family (the
twin girls and one of the boys have wandered away to make their own
lives during the shuffle) for a novelty act in a traveling circus.
The theme of love in Love's ·Q!i Sweet Song is concerned with
both the universal and personal.
does Joe i n ~ Time
Saroyan sense.

£!

Georgie Americanos reveals, as

Your Life, a love that is universal in the

His kindness toward all human beings is evidenced

early in the play when he talks to Ann ,about his work:
GEORGIE:

••• · • Lots of people can't pay for collect
telegrams nowadays, but they always want to
know what's in them just the same, so I memorize
everything and let them knQW, ~ - That's
!!!Z.little gift to society.jl

Later in the conversation, Georgie shows an understanding of the
importance of love:
GEORGIE:

We get a lot of different kinds of telegrams,
but this is the best I've ever seen. This
telegram is about love.32

Georgie behaves lovingly not only toward Ann and Gaul, but also toward
the Yearling family.

He generously offers Ann his father's home

when her own has been usurped by the Yearlings and Gaul has deserted
her.

When the sheriff finally gets the Yearlings to leave Ann's,

Georgie reacts to their homeless plight in the same way.

Gaul, too,

is welcomed to the Americanos home although Georgie recognizes the
weakness in Gaul:
3l Ibid. , PP, 4-5,

32Ibid. , p. 5,
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GIDRGIE:

If you really loved her, you'd love everybody. You can't go around loving one person
and hating everybody else.33

Georgie's ld.ndness makes possible the removal of this wealmess by
the action of Ann's love for Gaul.

The love between Gaul and Ann

would have been frustrated except for Georgie's generous behavior.
Through his love, then the love of Ann and Gaul, the Yearlings, like
the lovers, stand, at the end of the play, at the threshold of
riche_r, fuller lives.
Ann's love for Gaul fosters her individual-freedom _and her
· happiness.

Before the arrival of the telegram and hence the ]).eginning

of her love, Ann was a conventional. small-town.lady surrounded by
material substitutes for the richness of a loving life.
lonely and unfulfilled:

She was

the years had passed, slowly or quickly,

roses had bloomed and died, her song had died, her chilclren were
never born.

The song, "The Years," included in the play, is an apt

expression of her loneliness before love:
~ years,
~ ~ and
~

the years, t h e y ~ ~ go,
~• and oh, !!!;'l heart!
years have gone with !!!;'l heart.

days, the days, still ~ and S£,
And I still breathe,
But oh, !_!!l heart!
The years ~ gone with !.!!l heart.

~

33Ibid. , p. 140.

The years, ~ days, ~ nights
Still ~ ~ E£,
And I still dream,
But oh, my heart is gone,
My heart is gone with the years.
The hours, the hours, ~ long, dreaming hours
Still ~ and E£,
And I still dream.
But the light is gone from my dream.
And the love is gone from my heart!34
Ann's love for Gaul so frees her from social conventions that she
can follow him through the streets begging him not to leave her,
and eventually brings her fulfillment.

For love, ·she walks ~way

· from her pretty little home with its flower garden and Abyssian lions

to accompany Gaul in his_travels, obtaining simultaneously the joys
of a family.

At last she can rejoice in a song of love:

!
!
!

love ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
love to hear the wind E£
love ~ hear ! love-bird
~ ! ~ to ~ ~ lovely

smiling to the world;
singing through ! field; .
singing i.!! ! ~ '
~ light :!!£ ~ love for ~•

CHORUS

all the things ! love,
I love the most
Sleeping in the ~ of love.
Sleeping in the shade of love,
f love the most, ~ love. -

.Q!

all ~ things ! love ~ taste,
Sweetest is the kiss of love.
Dreaming in the shade of love,
The kiss of love
! love the most, ~ ~ -

.Q!

love, .9.f all the lovely things,
Loveliest of all is you,

~

34Ibid. , p. viii.
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Dreaming in the shade of love.
Sleeping in the shade of love, !!!Z ~ .
f ~ the ~ • !!!Z love.

f

~

to breathe the scent of earth and new-mown hay;

,!_ love to taste the peach and berry ripe in May;
,!_ love to feel the spray ~ ,!_ ~ beside the ~ •
~

f

. ·
love to ~ ~- lovely face light ~ ~ love for !!!!':.• 3 5

Ann's love for Gaul, made possible by Georgie's ld.ndness, brings her
~reedom and happiness.
Gaul·, too, is changed by love, but the changes wrought are of
a different nature.

He is a little afraid of love and definitely

wary of the responsibilities that go with it.

He rationalizes about

his fear of love and togetherness by listing all the "evils" that
hamper it:

"hunger, wars, distance, accidents, mice, ~ , frowns

and sneers, little and big things. ;,36
that nothing can really stop love.

But deep inside he realizes

As Saroyan says in the preface,

"Love is an inevitable part of the bargain of the living in the
inexplicable exchange of nothingne~s for mortality. 11 37

Nevertheless,

Gaul runs from Ann's love, saying, "I can't stand noise and confusion
and crowds of people in my private life. n38

He assures himself that

there are things stronger than love if only one can discover them,
but he is unable to do so.

By the end of the play he succumbs to

the power of love and is changed from loner to family man, from con
man to honest lover:
GAUL:

I love her [Lucy] more than anyone in the world,
except this woman [Ann], but I love the truth too.

35rbid. , p. vii.

36lli.!!,, pp. 22-23.

37lli.!!. , p. ix.

38Ibid. , p. 38,
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I want you to know because I want to be her
father. I want to see her grow in grace and
loveliness. I have never before felt the
affection that I feel for this woman and this
child.39 (Brackets mine.)
That Gaul's love for Ann made him capable of love for others is
evidenced not only by his love for Lucy but by his new reaction to
the other members of the Yearling family.
responsibility for all of them.

He ends up taking

Wallace Neal Briggs criticizes

this change in Gaul's character as unrealistic:
.If Saroyan had let Barnaby Gaul stand as the delightful medicine hawker who is out to gain a dollar at
anyone's expense with his card tricks, the character
would have possessed more reality as he remained
consistent through out the play.40
But Saroyan believes that love is a force powerful enough to bring
about such a change, and Gaul does effectively portray this.belief.
The power of love to improve man is further shown in Love's

Q1i Sweet Song

in the relationship between the minor characters,

Richard Oliver, writer, and Elsa Wax, photographer, who-early in
the play-are following the Yearling migrations.

Before their love

for each other develops, their horizons are limited to pursuit of
their work.

Their love broadens their perspective.

Love's Old Sweet Song vividly expresses Saroyan's concept
of love.

In this play, Saroyan, as one reviewer remarks, "celebrates

39Ibid.
4~riggs, ~ Professionally Produced Plays of William Saroyan,
P•

56.

love, of which he entirely approves, 11 41

Another reviewer comments, ·

"Its theme • , ,· appears to be that the thing of which this world
stands most in need is love, love and more love. 11 42

!!ill, BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE, 1941
· The Beautiful People, the first of his plays that Saroyan
himself cast, produced, and directed,43·is set in an old frame house
located on Red Rock Hill in the Sunset District of San Francisco
(another address of significance in Saroyan's life).

Here the

· Webster family, minus one son, Harold, the cornet player who is away
in New York seeking his fortune, lives in complete faith and harmony,

Jonah, the father, does not work at all, but spends his days on the
streets talking to people about the fullness and goodness of life,
Owen, the younger son, writes books consisting of only one word.
His sister Agnes, who is called St, Agnes of the Mice because she is
so spiritually good that she even takes care of the mice in the house
and will allow no one to harm them, falls in love with a boy she
meets at the public library and discovers that the world is even more
beautiful than she had thought,

The family survives by means of a

small pension that comes to the house each month addressed to Wilbur M,

~

41saroyan, Love's Old Sweet Song, p. 159, quoting review in
York Sun,
42saroyan, Love's ~ Sweet Song, p.· 158, quoting review in

~ Daily ~ •

43Briggs, ~ Professionally Produced Plays of William Saroyan,
p. 63.
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Stonehedge, the previous tenant who died shortly before the Websters
moved in.

Each month Jonah cashes the pension check, using the sim-

ple philosophy that Stonehedge is dead whereas the Webster family is
still alive.

William Prim, vice-president of the company responsible

for the check, comes to the house to stop payments when he learns
that Stonehedge is dead, but resp9nds so warmly to the Webster
family's eccentric and loving way of life that he adds ten dollars
to the original sum instead,

While he i_s there, Father Hogan, the

local priest, and Dan Hillboy, alcoholic friend of Jonah, stop by
-·for a friendly drink,

After Prim leaves and in the middle of a

Saroyan drunken-sober philosophic discussion, they all hear a distant
cornet playing,

The sound comes closer, and soon Harold appears,

accompanied by a friend he picked up along the way,

The reunion is

a happy but unquestioning one, for the family believes that its faith
in people everywhere has. brought ltj.m home.
~

Beautiful People strongly expresses that aspect of

Saroyanis optimism that emphasizes the importance and power of individual freedom and of the innate goodness of man as well as that
aspect that stresses the power of love to improve the world.

All of

the Websters believe strongly in their o~m laws although, as Jonah
says at one point, the world may consider their living mischievous
or even dishonorable,

At the same time they are good people, just

as Father Hogan is and as Dan Hillboy, though he has chosen a life

o.f drunkenness, is.

This play contains,. too, expression o.f Saroyan's

belie.fin the_ neces~ity o.f accepting death.
''What'd they expect-fun?
They' re hurt.

Things end.

Or destroyed.

Owen says of the mice,

They change.

They spoil.

Accidents happen. • • • sooner or later

everybody's got to know ·that death is with us from the first breath
we take. 11M. But this study of ~ Beautiful People is concerned

with the revelation of Saroyan's concept of love therein, especially
through the characters of Jonah and Agnes.
That Jonah is in love with life has already been indicated in
. mentioning his daily pastime in the streets.

He is truly a Saroyan

lover of the measureless universe:
JONAH:

But my church is the whole blooming universe, and
mice are as much a part of its magnificence as
men, if they only knew. We are alive with all
other things alive, from the mite to the whale •
• • • From my heart to the pole star is the
straightest line in the world, and as the star
moves, so moves my heart-and yours, and Dan's
and everybody's.45

Jonah's love of life and of the universe enables him to see the unity
o.f all things and of all men in the universe.

The pole star and the

pyramid become for him symbolic of this unity:
JONAH:

The image of the pyramid to the human mind is the
image o.f our grace as men. The slaves who built
the pyramid-the thousands of the_m over the hundreds of years-did not know the majesty of the

44William Saroyan, The Beautiful People in Three Plays ~
William Saroyan (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1941), p. 40.
45Ibid. , p. 88.
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thing being made, But the image of that thing
began where it ended-in the living human mind,
The line goes from one to the other: from the
heart to the star, and from the star to the
pyramid, and from the pyramid back to the heart.
From one thing to all things. They' re all one,
to be seen as a whole majesty or not to be seen
at all,· I choose to see, since I am by nature
a religious man,46
·
Lovely.though the world is to Jonah, he is not content to just sit
idly and enjoy it,

One must contribute to the betterment of the

universe, and this improvement must be approached from the inside:
JONAH:

It's not enough to make a record of the world
-it's necessary to change it! And you cannot
begin to change it from the outside, The image
of the good must first be read to the mind
before it can inhabit substance and occupy
space, My world is myself and my kinship with
all other things, , , , all, things of matter
must be only the image of the real, The
pyramid must not be the waste of a million
lives, but the poetry of ever>J life,47

Jonah, a man who sees every minute of every life as a miracle and
wants to make that miracle real to every life, even proposes a toast
to the universe, "Then pour a drink, Dan, to the sweet smiling.face
of the universe,"48
Jonah's universal love carries over into his love for his
family,

He teaches his children to live faithfully and lovingly,

He encourages Owen's growing love for the universe by showing respect
for the one-word books he write~.

He fosters Agnes' spiritual growth

by his reaction to her kindness to the mice in the house:
46rbid,, pp. 88-89,

47~•• pp. 89-90,
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JONAH:

Father Hogan, if I do not encourage the imaginations of my children, I also do not hinder
them. With her faith in the mice grew her
faith in herself. As that faith grew, intelligence and humanity grew, and with these things
came a greater and deeper expectation of others,
of all the living. And, naturally, the possibility of deep disappointment, which may
eventually become disillusionment, or even contempt. I think I'll soon !mow, since only this
afternoon she met a boy whose reality moved her
to pity for the whole world. Which is, of
course, the beginning of true humanity. 49

In explaining Owen's searching St. Anne'.s for a missing mouse, Jonah

expresses the depth of the family members' feelings for one·another
and, in doing so, reiterates his views of the unity of the universe:
JONAH:

No, not a mouse. For the image of the living
heart's shyest, most kindly smile. The absence
of their brother has taught them-and myself,
too-the preciousness of one another. One's
son, one's daughter, one's neighbor--and the
stranger, brotherless and homeless.50

The love between the children and between them and their father expands
so that they are able to include other membe:r:s of the human family
therein.
Agnes" falling in love with the boy at the public library
makes her a better person and makes her view the world in a new and
better way.

She loves the boy although he is not presented as a

person who attracts love:

"He's bewildered. and shy and full of

terrible sorrow, and his shoes don't fit. 11 51

The force of love is

irresistible:

49Toi·ct., p. 86 •.

5OIb"d
_i_., p. 91 •

51 Ibid. , p. 53.
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AGNES :

I had been walking quickly, but now I couldn't
move':"" Iwanted to , I guess, but I just
couldn ' t . He was too alone, and then I was,
too-and we just had to stay together. 52

Agnes describes her first reaction to love as feeling sick, "It
makes you feel sick, like a whole world sick, and nothing to do
about it, but to like him , more and more with every breath you
take. 11 53

Her father says this r eaction is a natural one to for-

feiture and exchange " since one is l ikely to be swindled. 11 54
Further, love creates a sense of humility in Agnes, "I ' m nobody,
Father. 11 55

Being together with the boy, Agnes is able to see

beauty i n people and in the world around her that she had not
noticed before:
AGNES:

I know he is [good] , but now I don ' t understand anything. I began to see ! I didn ' t
used to see. The street cars going by had
people in them suddenly. There have always
been people in street cars, but now they
were beautiful people. I never saw people
that way before. They were still sad and
funny and worried-looking, but now they
were beautiful, too. We walked through the
park and looked at everything together . It's
not the same as looking at things alone. We
l ooked at the pigeons, as if they had just
come down from the sky. As if there had
never been bir ds before. As if they came to
be with us. 56 (Brackets mine. )

Agnes ' l ove is both a cr eative and a r egenerative force .

It f osters

the gr owth of humanity and goodness in her own character and changes
her vision of the world.
52~

., pp. 50-51.

55~., p. 43.

53ill.£. , p. 38.
56rbid. , p. 52.

54Ibid, , p. 42.
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Beautiful People aptly portrays Saroyan's belief in the

power of love, both universal and personal, to improve the world,
His optimism comes through strongly and convincingly in_ the characters of Owen and Dan Hillboy and in the homecoming of the older
son as well as in the characters discussed above,
says of

~

Although Briggs

Beautiful People, ''What Saroyan has dorre in this play

is to blow up the beatitudes into a- kLnd- of iridescent bubble which
he chooses to call a play, 11 57 one can hardly argue with Saroyan's
hopefulness after reading the play,
L i k e ~ ~ of Your Life, Love's Old Sweet Song, and The
Beautiful People, Saroyan's plays

~

are concerned with his idea of love,

Dandy an<:! The

~

Dwellers

William J, Fisher criticizes

J:i.m Dandy for turning out jim dandy because he does not agree with
Saroyan's estimation of the power of love,58 but his opinion could

well be an allergic reaction, for Saroyan's optimism is there almost
as vehement as it is in The People~ Light Coming Out
~ ~

2£

Them,

Dwellers is a little less positive but still hopeful, · The

preoccupation of

~

Dogs with Saroyan's concept of love was

indicated in Chapter II,

57Briggs, ~ Professionally Produced Plays of William Saroyan,
p. 68, quoting John Mason Bro~m, review in New ~ ~ . April 22;
1941, reprinted in Theatre Critics Reviews, 1941, p. 330,
58Fisher, "What Ever Happened to Saroyan?" p. 340,

CHAPI'ER IV

ACCEPTANCE OF DEATH
The aspects of Saroyan's optimi_stic philosophy examined in
Chapters II and III are dependent upon a third:
death,

acceptance of

Saroyan believes that before man can exercise his goodness

and free ·will and behave lovingly toward all men and the whole
_universe, he must find a way to accept his mortality and the inevitability of physical death.

Fear of death, he thinks, deters

improvement of the human condition on either the individual or the
universal level,

How one is to dispose of or conquer this fear and

learn instead to accept death is a real problem.

Saroyan himself

does not seem certain of how this is to be accomplished, but he
believes that he has done so for himself, and many of his plays
show men trying, sometimes successfully, to cope with death with
dignity and confidence.
Go

~ ~

!

Decent Birth, !_ Happy Funeral and Don't

are exclusively concerned with this theme, and Hello

Out There combines this theme with the themes of love and loneliness,
Nearly all of Saroyan's plays touch on deatp to some extent,
As indicated in Chapter I, Saroyan's preoccupation with death
goes back to early childhood,

For many years he was frustrated by

inability to come to terms with the idea of death:
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For a long time• • • • It was a matter of all or
nothing, or at any rate the equivalent of nothing:
continuous gradual loss, and·finally total loss, or
death.l
In Short Drive, Sweet Chariot, Saroyan says that "To live and to

die is all there is. " 2 He finally came to realize that through
!mowing of death, he !mew better than ever the reality of living.3
Gradually he came to see death as home, as the final refuge,4 as
personal triumph.5

This concept of death is in direct opposition

to that of the naturalistic writers of the early part of the
twentieth century who saw death as the final defeat.
In the three.plays mentioned above, Saroyan approaches the
theme of death from three different angles.

In Hello Out There,

personal love enables the main character to accept his oncoming
death with dignity; in! Decent Birth,_! HapPY Funeral, death is
celebrated by feasting, comdy and birth; in Don't Go Away Mad, the
characters discover a way to accept death through the dictionary,
or language.

Careful examination of these plays gives insight into

Saroyan's belief that men must accept death in order to live with
goodness, freedom and love as governing principles and thereby to
improve themselves and the people around them.

These plays do not

1 saroyan, ~ William Saroyan Reader; p. xii.
2saroyan, ~ Drive, Sweet Chariot, p. 60.

3Ibid. , p. 108.

4saroyan, ~ ~ • p. 52.
5saroyan, Days of ~ ~ Death and Escape to the ~ • p. 50.
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always explicitly support Saroyan's concept of death as he expl.ains
it expositorially, but even when they do not, they retain the flavor
of his optimism.
HELLO OUT THERE, 1942
Hello Q& There is a ·short one-act play from the Razzle Dazzle
collection.

The scene is a small-town jail in Matador, Texas.

A

young man called Photo-Finish is imprisoned on a trumped up charge of
rape.

Realizing that the mob will probably get to him before the law

does, the young man calls out in loneliness6 and fear through the
bars of his cell, "Hello-out there, 117 speald.ng at first to the world
in general.

Emily Smith, the young girl who cooks for the prisoners

and who is as ,.lonely and frightened as he is, finally answers and comes
to the cell to talk to him.

They fall in love, and their love ends

their helplessness before loneline~s and fear.

He tells her that he

is falsely accused and asks her to go in search of a gun in case the
mob comes to lynch him.

She is afraid to leave him, but he tells her

that even if he gets Id.lied, they will always be together.

He gives

her money for the train fare to San Francisco where they plan to meet
if he escapes or is set free, and she leaves to find the gun.
she is gone, the mob comes to the jail, entering with a key.

While
The

6Hello Out There is as much concerned with loneliness, which
Saroyan believes"istiie' natural and finally unalterable state of man,
as with death, but that aspect of the play is not dealt with in this
study.
·
7william Saroyan, Hello Out There ,in Razzle Dazzle (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1942), p. 357.
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young man explains his innocence, but the truth is too much for the
husband of the woman who was supposedly raped, so he is shot ·down.
·unable to find a gun, the girl comes back, through a window because
she could not get past the crowd, before the young man dies.

He

tells her again that although he will not be able to go to San
Francisco, he will always be with her.

He dies immediately, and

when the mob tries to take his dead body from the cell, Emily defies
the crowd.

She is pushed aside and left staring out of the cell,

whippering, "Hello-out there. 118
Wallace Neal Briggs says that· Hello Out There negates Saroyan's
philosophy of optimism:
The play is a more violent and_a far more bitter drama
than the author has ever written before. It ••• does
not promote his philosophy that people are beautiful
and innately good. As in nearly all of his previous
plays, he firmly establishes the idea that love can and
does overcome all obstacles. But in this play, he completely destroys this idea with the death of the young
man through mob violence.
'
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Saroyan has never before expressed the cruelty and violence of human nature as he does in Hello~ There.9
The play does treat violence and cruelty in human nature, but the man
who shows these characteristics is, as Saroyan said in his 1964
valentine, fighting his mm fight which is not really with the young
man but with his own feeling of failure about his wife's infidelity.
8Ibid. , p. 387.
9Briggs, The Professionally Produced Plays
pp. 96-97.

£!: William Saroyan,
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And the young man and his girl are as beautiful and good and
loving as any of Saroyan's other character·s,

A little different

perspective shows, too, that contrary to Briggs' belief, Saroyan's
idea that love can and does overcome all is reiterated in this play,
The love between the young couple not only conquers their
respective loneliness but also enables the young man to meet death
with dignity and without fear, believing in his own innocence and
goodness and kindly offering a hope, an alternative, to the man who
came to kill him,

His only fear, once he has Emily's love, is for

-·her:

YOUNG MAN: Pm not lying-I don't care what happens to
me, but I'm scared nobody will ever come out here
to this God-forsaken broken-down town and find
you, I'm scared you'll get used to it and not
mind, I'm scared you'll never get to Frisco and
have'em all turning around to look at you,10
In talking about their love, the young man states directly that it
is powerful enough to die by:
YOUNG MAN: People are the same everywhere, They're different only when they love somebody, That's the only
thing that makes'em different. More people in
Frisco love somebody, that's all,
THE GIRL: Nobody anywhere loves anybody as much as I
love you,
YOUNG MAN: (Shouting ~ if to the world) You see?
Hearing you say that, a man could die and still
be ahead of the game, Now, hurry, And don't
forget, if I'm not here when you come back, get
the hell to San Francisco where you'll have a chance,
Do you hear me?ll
lOsaroyan, Hello Q£t There, p. 376.
llibid. , p. 380,
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Before he dies, the young man tells Einily, "I can't go.
thing's happened.
God damn it,

Some-

--

(He looks at her) But I'll be with you always--

-

Always, 1 2 portraying the Saroyan belief that man
11

does not end in his grave but stays forever where he lived1 13 that
the life of man is immortal for the dead live on in the streets.14
Although Hello Out There does not directly portray death as
home or the final refuge, it does see death optimistically,

The

young man dies with courage, dignity, and understanding, and man's
meeting.death in such a manner can only be considered the ultimate
personal triumph,
!_ DECENT BIRTH,

A Decent

Birth,

!

!

HAPPY FUNERA.L, 1949

HappY Funeral, a three-act play, opens in

the office of Colonel Joseph Hughman where two men in their thirties,
Ernest Hughman and August Hughman (no relation) are seeking enlistment for the war.

August is rejected because of a hearing defect;

Ernest, a renowned actor, is accepted.

The three Hughmans go to a

Hungarian restaurant to celebrate before Ernest's leaving for the
war.

They are accompanied by Ernest's date and two women she h~s

.arranged to have entertain August and the Colonel.

While they are

there, they are amused by the broken comments of P~ Szent-Gyorgyi,
12Ibid., p. 386.
13saroyan, Letters ~ 74 ~ Taitbout, p. 6.
1 4saroyan, ~ Bicycle Rider in Beverly Hills, p. 161,
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an old Hungarian, on life and death and by the dancing of August's
date, Becky.

A gypsy girl comes to their table and tells Ernest's

fortune; she predicts death for him in the near future but sees
only happiness surrounding it; Ernest is not frightened by her predictions.

While Ernest is away, August and Becky fali in love, arid

when Becky becomes pregnant, they get married.

Ernest comes back

on· leave and again they all go to the Hungarian restaurant.

The war

has changed Ernest's attitudes toward death somewhat, but he knows
that if he were not so weary, he would not fear death any more than
· he had before.

He tells the people at the restaurant that he wants

them to have a big happy celebration if he dies.

Six months later

the scene is that of a celebration in the restaurant.

Ernest's

friends have received word that he was killed in action and they are
doing as he wished.

August lies in the coffin in Ernest's place,

sitting up frequently to inquire whether his child has been born yet;
three burlesque comics entertain those present with wise humor and
rejoicing in death; all participants feast and drink.

The play ends

with the birth of August's child and the unexpected return of Ernest
who is not dead after all.
_•-As has already been indicated,! Decent Birth,! Happy Funeral
is concerned exclusively with death.

Saroyan's recognition of death

as inevitable is made explicit in the play,
truth of her cards is always death:

The gypsy says that the

the cards just tell of sequence.

Listening to P~, she says, "Death or Halal or Tod or Marte or Muerte
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or Smierc or Smrt-it is the same, and it is the truth. 1115 There
is, she implies, no escape from death; whatever death is called,
it is still the inevitable truth.

She is surprised by Ernest's

reaction to hearing that he shall die soon,

Unable. to decipher

his lack of fear, she asks him to take his cards again when he is
home on leave although she sees the fallacy in doing so:
GYPSY:

It is not right for me to ask you to take your
card twice, for no man lives twice, or dies
twice, He is born once, and that is the truth
of it. He dies once, and that is the end of
·t • 16
J.

· ·Later at the happy funeral, the gypsy remarks, "Two things:

coming

and going.· To come is to begin going, and therefore the same as
going. 1117 The yo-yo that one of the comics plays with at the funeral
can be seen as a symbol of the nature of man's existence and nonexistence as Saroyan expresses it through the gypsy,
On occasion! Decent Birth,,! Happy Funeral presents inevitable
death from a pessimistic angle.

In the first scene at the Colonel's

office, Ernest says that men live in vain, so there is no other way
for them to die,18

This idea is not elaborated upon in the play,

and there is really no explanation for it in terms of Saroyan's optimism.

One can only remember that Saroyan believes that nothing makes

15William Saroyan, A Decent Birth, !_ Happy Funeral (New York:
Samuel French, 1949), p. 24.
16Ibid, , p. 43,

17~., p. 61.

18~., P• ll.
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any great difference or has any broad significance.

One man's life

or death cannot influence the whole world for a long period of time.
When Ernest comes back from the war the first time, he again
speaks of death pessimistically although the tone of the whole passage is optimistic.

William J. Fisher lifts the negative lines out

of context to say that Saroyan has not, as he believes, come to accept death:
To negate death has thus become for Saroyan the crucial
test ·of man's free will and unlimited powers. Sometimes
instead of whisking it away by plot manipulations, he has
'tried to exorcise death by comic ritual, to be as airy
about morbidity as he had been about little boys turning
somersaults.

. ... .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
But one of Saroyan's own characters declares that "Death
.

\

'

begins with helplessness, and it's impossible to joke
about. " Perhaps Saroyan has begun to suspect that for him,
"Death is a lousy idea from which there is no escape. 1119
The lines Fisher quotes here are those of Ernest in! Decent Birth,
! HappY Funeral, but put back in tpe context of Ernest's whole statement and of the total play, they are more in line with Saroyan's
optimistic view of death:
ERNEST:

Death begins with helplessness, and it's impossible to joke about. In the army everybody is
helpless and grim. Death is a lousy idea from
which there is absolutely no escape for me until
this war is over. The idea is made out of imprisonment and weariness. It is impossible for
any man to joke about death while he is imprisoned and weary, for he is Death itself, or life

1 9Fisher, ''What Ever Happened to Saroyan?" pp. 340, 385.
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desperately in need of rest .and refreshment.
It is horrible to need refreshment and not
to get it. The idea of Death is no fun at
all to me because I'm too tired to see
straight, and cannot !mow when I shall be
able to rest again. If I were refreshed the
idea of Death would be refreshing and I could
no more fear it than. I could fear kissing a
beautiful girl. As it is, I'm scared to
death of it •• ·.'.•I can't wait for the war
to end, so I can learn to love Death again.20
Even while he is so tired that the idea of death appalls him, Ernest
!mows that death is not really to be feared.

With no exception other

than the two mentioned in this paragraph and the preceding one, death
. is presented optimistically in fl Decent Birth, fl Hawy Funeral.
In this play, death is again associated with,·women when August
comments on Phl.'s ramblings about death:
AUGUST:

He calls Death, whom he does not love, and yet
he calls Death as though it were a woman-. •
• • •' • • • • • • •' • • • • • • • • • • • •
•

.

BECKY:
AUGUST:

Death?

Why would he smile about Death?

He's told us.

He's a Christian man.21

Pfil hates war because it murders babies and young men, but it is the
idea of needless taking of many lives, not the idea of aeath, that
is abhorrent to him.

Death to him, as to Ernest when in health, is

no more hateful than a beautiful woman.
Death is the truth, and as the gypsy says, one should not fear
the truth though:'.it seem bad.22 When Ernest draws the card of death,
20saroyan,

-

! Decent Birth, fl Happy Funeral, p. 34.

21 Ibid. , p. 16.

.

22~•• p. 25.
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even the second time, he expresses no fear:
ERNEST:

I am not given to the cult of unhaEpiness
, .~ I am proud of my card, It's Lsic]
meaning is that I shall die, I shall, If I die soon or late is no matter, for I shall
not lmow how soon it was or how late,23

Still unable to understand Ernest's reaction, the gypsy thinks he
wants ·to die,

However, he explains that this is not true although

he also does not wish not to die,
death is natural and inevitable,

His acceptance of death is calm:
He wants only a happy funeral,·

· And a happy funeral he has though his body-is not there for
the occasion,

Since birth is the beginning of death, it is fitting

that August's son should be born during Ernest's funeral,
coinment that "one thing's sure:

August's

A man _should have a decent birth,

a happy funeral, and in between a life both pleasant and honorable, 1124
is certainly expressive of Saroyan's optimism,· Ernest and the baby
have a happy funeral and a decent birth respectively:
AUGUST:

The funeral's over, The Infant has come, The
dead have buried the dead, the living are still
the living, and love is stranger than anything
in the world, The funeral's over, It was a
happy funeral, The infant is born, It was a
decent birth,25

While this play does not directly portray death as Saroyan writes of
it expositorially, the happy funeral and the decent birth which will
hopefully lead to another happy funeral do express an optimistic
view of death.
23Ibid, , P• 45,

24Ibid, , p. 31,
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Saroyan recognizes i_n

f!.

Decent Birth, !!_ Happy Funeral that

his view of death could be erroneous;

There is no way of knowing

what death is and how it should be received:
PRIEST-COMIC: The only two men who might tell us
whether it is sad or joyous to leave here,
or to arrive, are speechless, and yet they
alone have departed or arrived • .' ; .• We
respect their silence humbly, and do not
~ge them to break it, since if they did
we might be confused• • • • ' we might be so
pleased to have once arrived as to find
leaving unbearable or so displeased as to
wish to leave immediately• .- •• ' If departure is an occasion for sorrow, then ar~
rival is also an occasion for sorrow-but
we have decided among ourselves . • • that
this is not an occasion for sorrow, but an
occasionfur happiness, and therefore arrival is also an occasion for happiness,26
Since death is, in the final analysis, unknowable to the living, one
can only choose what he wants to believe about it and make that the
truth for him,

For Saroyan the truth of death is optimistic,
OON'T QQ AWAY

MP&, 1949

Don't Q!2_ Away~ is bleak in its treatment of death, but at
the same time it is a clear expression of Saroyan's view of death
as the return home or the final refuge,

All of this two-act play

"-Is set in the lounging area of the ward for incurable patients in
a San Francisco hospital that overlooks the Golden Gate Bridge and
Alcatraz,·

The play opens with a conversation between Greedy Reed,

26~ ,

I

p, 49, .
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a frightened and bewildered black man, and Poseyo, an older man
who just listens to his music and-does not have much to say.
Greedy tells Poseyo that he and Georgie-Forgie and Brick hate him
because they are afraid to die and they think he is_ not.

Georgie,

Brick, and Andy Boy, an Oriental patient, come in, and all of the
men except Poseyo vent their unhappiness and fear by attacking each
other verbally.

Greedy, seeking a way to give meaning to the time

left in his life and to die unafraid and peaceful, hits upon the
idea of reading the dictionary.

Andy Boy, the only one who can read,

begins to read aloud to all of them, starting with "a."

The men,

all listening carefully because they all want an answer to the problem Greedy voices, associate "a" with "mamma," "pappa," arid "earth,"
as well as with "beginning."

Before Andy Boy gets much farther in

the book though, he stops and says the pain is too much for him.
decides to ask the doctors to do something for him.

He

Knowing that

this decision can only mean immediate death for Andy Boy, the other
patients are again overcome by desperation.

While Andy is in surgery,

Greedy prays for him, using the words that have come to him from the
dictionary at first, then praying without words; Georgie and Brick
recount the only significant moments in their lives; Poseyo listens
to music.' Andy Boy dies, as they had known he would.

Greedy' s

relapse into fear and misunderstanding is complete at this point, and
in anger he plans to murder the young doctor who had urged Andy Boy
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to have surgery,

That evening after all the patients but Georgie,

who is trying to read the dictionary but cannot see well enough,
have gone to bed, a new patient named Buster is admitted,

He tells

Georgie that he came back to San Francisco to see his son, whom he
loves immeasurably but cannot see because he lives with Buster's
former wife and her young husband, and then to kill himself,
Georgie, respecting his wish for suicide as opposed to waiting for
death in the hospital, gives him money for the fare to the little
boy's h9me although he knows that the boy may no longer even recognize Buster.· Buster gives Georgie a picture of his son, and,
showing him his gun and saying he will kill· the man who took his
son, he leaves the hospital.

The next morning Georgie tells the

others about Buster, and they all agree that he really will not
kill his son's step-father,

But when the morning paper comes, it

contains the story of the murder and pictures of the man, his wife,
and Buster's son.
other patients,

Buster returns, subdued, and is welcomed by the
Greedy asks him to read the dictionary to them,

and the play ends as he takes up where Andy Boy stopped,
As does

fl Decent Birth, fl HappY Funeral, Don't

. immediately recognizes the inevitability of death,

Go Away Mad

At first the

characters of this play are so wrapped up in the realization that
inevitable death is upon them that they forget they are not alone
in their predicament,

But shortly Georgie makes the point that
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even for the healthy, for all men, death is the unavoidable truth:
GEORGIE:

What did you expect him to do.? Live? What
a.td everybody expect Roosevelt to do? Live?
And Mussolini and Hitler and all the little
gays who die every day? Did everybody
expect them to live? Well, they did for
awhile. Joe Palooka will live longer than
any of them, and Joe Palooka ain't even real.27

Men have to die, regardless of how they live; only their ideas may
be immortal,

This perspective is reinforced at the end of the play

when Buster kills his son's step-father•. The patients in the hospital fully realize then that death can come as quickly and surely
· 'to the young and healthy as to the old and incurable.

Their disease

is only one form of the condition of all men-the condition of mortality. 28
When the play opens, all of the characters are afraid of
death.

The others believe Poseyo is not afraid because he is so

calm and quiet, but he too does not understand death or know how to
die,

Their fear is fear of the unknown.

They cannot accept death

because they have no concept of what it is,

As the play progresses,

the characters discover two things that can make death more acceptable.
One is to choose the time of death.

Georgie looks out the window at

Golden Gate Bridge and,- seeing it as the bridge between life and
death, he speaks of controlling death by choosing the time of death;
27william Saroyan, Don't Go Away Mad and Two Other Plays
(New York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, 1949), p. 22,

-

28Ibid. , p. 90, .
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GIDRGIE:

I'm satisfied. I ain't kicking. I'm not
going to cross the bridge until I feel like
it. I don't feel like it just now because
I know I can cross it any old time.29

Georgie knows that he can choose the time of his death by simply
asking the doctors to do something for him.
I'll go when I get good and ready to go.

He tells_ Brick, "But

I'll go because I've had

---

enough and feel like going, not because I'm getting the bum's rush. 11 30
.

He expresses this idea of choosing death in a more general, theoretical way:
GEORGIE:

This theory says nobody dies until he's
willing to die•• • .' • A man's got to have
something going to keep him from being
willing to die, and according to this theory
as long as a man has got something going, he
just naturally can't die,. no matter how sick
he is. In other words, the theory says you
die when you yourself are willing to die, and
not before-not even by accident. It's a
theory, of course, but everything we believe
is a theory.31

Believing that one can choose the time of his death is one way to
make the idea of death more acceptable.

Georgie again shows his

respect for the dignity that comes with choosing the time of death
when he accepts Buster's plan to commit suicide.
The characters also find that death is more acceptable if one
is loved by a loved one.

Buster reveals this idea when he tells

Georgie why he wants to see his son:
BOSTER:

I'm too alone. This is no way to go. If I
knew he loved me, I wouldn't feel I was dying

29Ibid. , p. 22.

31~., p. 50.
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a t ~ . I'd be glad to go. But this is no
way at all.
I
I
,
·
I
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
He's got to love me, too, the way he used to
love me, so I canstop being so alone and so
afraid to go. He's~ son. He's got to love
me,32
As in Hello

~

There, Saroyan is again establishing his belief

that love can help man to accept death with dignity,
The clearest expression of Saroyan's optimistic view of death

_.9£ Away Mad lies
at through reading

in Don't

in the view of death that the characters

arrive

the dictionary.

They stumble upon reading

· the dictionary as a way to give meaning to life while waiting for
death, and this book of meanings helps them to understand death as
return to home, or to mamma, to the womb, or as the final refuge,
The association of "mamma," "pappa," and "earth" with "a" is the
beginning of the acceptance of death in this light.

Later Georgie

says that when man loses his health, he "whimpers and wails and rocks
himself back to sleep in Mamma's big wa~ lap, 11 33

Death is seen,

then, as returning to the starting point or home, as going back to
Mother Earth,

The conversation between Mopper, the _ .janitor, and

Poseyo states this idea a little differently, implying that death is
the return to the womb:
POSEYO:

Nobody

MOPPER:

!

~

know.

32_i_.'
Ib"d
p. 71,

what he want to be,

ill

POSEYO:

You know what everybody want to be?

MOPPER:

Yes, I do.

POSEYO:

What they want to be?

MOPPER:

Warm. Warm and soft and covered up. They
don't want eyes. They don't want hands and
feet. They want to be warm and small and
round. That's why everybody's aJ.ways mad
at everybody.· Always giving everybody dirty
looks. It's not my fault.34

The concept of death expressed here shows men seeld.ng death.

Geo~gie

explains death at another point as the final excape, using Golden
Gate Bridge and Alcatraz as metaphors:
GEORGIE:

Bodies are a lot of crap all right, but bodies
are where we've got to spend our time whether
we like it or not. We're not the prison anymore, we're the prisoners. Like the boys on
Alcatraz, we spend our time loold.ng at San
Francisco and the Golden Gate Bridge. But we
can't escape from Alcatraz until we're ready
to cross the Bridge, and you know damn well the
Bridge doesn't go to San Francisco. You know
damn well even if you could get to San Francisco,
you couldn't have any fun because you'd still be
enslaved by your own Alcatraz.35

· This view of death as return to home or the womb or as the final
refuge, as opposed t9 the characters' original view, enables them to
behave more kindly toward each other.

Don't

~

Away

~

support.s

completely Saroyan's optimistic view of death.
One of the plays discussed in Chapter II,

&

Heart's in the

Highlands, treats death in much the same manner as does Don't Go
34Ibid. , p. 82.
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Away Mad.

Ben Alexander, poet-father, explains to his son that

MacGregor means he wants to die when he says he wants to go home
to the highlands:
JOHNNY:

Is his heart really in the highlands like he
said,· Pa?

JOHNNY'S FATHER:
JOHNNY:

Is he really five thousand miles from home,
too?

JOHNNY'S FATHER:
JOHNNY:

At least that many.

Do you think he'll ever get home again someday?

JOHNNY'S FATHER:
JOHNNY:

Not exactly,

He's an old man,. Johnny,

He will.

You mean he'll take a. train and a boat and get
back where the highlands are?

JOHNNY'S FATHER: Not that, Johnny, It's a little different from that. He'll die,
JOHNNY:

Is that the only way a man gets home?

JOHNNY'S FATHER:

That• s the only way,-36

As does Don't Go Away Mad,

&

Heart's in 1h!:_ Highlands presents death

as the return home.

36saroyan,

&

Heart's in the Highlands, p. 1025,

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
The preceding chapters attempt to show the uniqueness of the
optimistic philosophy expressed in Saroyan's drama,

This optimism

that pervades his drama, developed out ·or the circumstances of his
own life; consists of belief in the power of the innate goodness
of man, freedom of the individual, love, both universal and personal,
and acceptance of death; Saroyan believes that these qualities and
attitudes can improve the nature and life of the individual and
thereby provide hope and example for the improvement of the world.
This optimism is in direct opposition to naturalistic ideologies
which hold that man is an innately evil being, governed by biological
and social drives, whose death is the final defeat of a meaningless
and futile existence.

MJ: Heart

I

s in the Highlands, The People

~

Light Coming

~

2.f. Them, and Chris Sick, along with expository selections from Razzle
Dazzle, effectively portray the aspect of Saroyan's philosophy that
involves belief in the innate goodness of man and the volition of the
individual,

!iz Heart' s in the Highlands reveals the operation of

both of these principles in the lives of the characters.
~

Light Coming _Q& of

~

The People

is an excessive statement of the good-

ness and beauty of common people.

Chris Sick is concerned with the
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uniqueness and value of the individual who insists on his freedom.
The expository selections from Razzle Dazzle reiterate Saroyan's
belief in the power of goodness and volition to improve man.
Saroyan's concept of the power of love to foster goodness
and freedom in people and to make the world more beautiful is evident
in

~~of~

People.

In

Life, Love's Old Sweet Song,. and

~ ~

of

~ ~

~

Beautiful

the action of broad, general kind-

ness and of personal love brings out the goodness and beauty in the
characters and frees them to seek fulfillment of their dreams.

Love's

· .Q1!! Sweet Song shows universal and personal love changing the characters in much the same ways,
concept of love though is in

The strongest evidence of Saroyan's
~

Beautiful People; a young girl

comes to see the world and its people as even more beautiful than she
had thought when she falls in love; and her father is an excellent
example of a man loved by and in love with the universe.
Saroyan's concept of death as home, the final refuge, or
personal triumph is not explicit in fl Decent Birth, fl HappY Funeral
although this play does see death optimistically.

In Hello Out

There the protagonist's death is a personal triumph, for through
love he meets death with dignity and confidence,

Don ·t Go Away M.!9.

gives dramatic expression to Saroyan's views of death as the return
home and the final refuge,

&

Heart's in

the view of death as the return home,

~

Highlands also expresses
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Eric Bentley says in

~

Playwright

~

Thinker that the

optimism of Saroyan's plays is a false optimism.I
to this criticism in the preface to Don't

~

Saroyan responds

Away Mad: .

To begin with, then, let me accept that my work
frequently contains a false optimism. In other words,
people and events turn out better than they appear to
have a right to do, or even the capacity to do. Out
of ignorance and desperation, poverty and pain, for
instance, emerges intelligence and grace, humor and
resignation, decency and integrity.
Well it is here that I am helpless. I don •t know
why or how, precisely, this sort of thing happens,
but I do know that it does happen, and that I feel
it is right for it to happen, although I know- I am
seldom equal to the job of making it seem unquestionably
right-which is a matter of skill •
• .' •· .' The facts and figµres are against the results
I get, but I know I am not kidding and I know there is
an effective and acceptable way to get the results I get,
and that it is right for me to seek; to find this way, and
that the results are not wrong, the way I got them was
wrong,
The trouble is that I know what Mr. Bentley means by
false optimism. ,' • , I know the existence of it in' my
work is a serious fault, I seem to insist that people
are good, that living is good, that decency is right,
that good is not only achievable but inevitable-and
there does not appear to be any justification for this,
At least, not in the::terms of my own work, In short,
the idea is all right but I don't know how to put it
over, It's worth putting over, it's worth trying to put
over, it's necessary for me to try to put it over, but I
just haven't learned how to do it yet, How to do it and
still achieve right art, prope!' art, purposeful art, good
art, meaningful art, helpful art, irresistible art-that's
what I hope to learn. 2
Of course, it is this attempt to make the world of his drama conform
to his optimistic vision of the world that sets Saroyan apart from

1saroyan, Don't Go Away Mad ~ Two Other Plays, p. 7, quoting

Eric Bentley, ~ Playwright ~ Thinker--n:few York:
.1946) , pp. 12-14,

Reynal & Hitchcock,

2saroyan, Don't Go Away Mad and 1!!2, Other Plays, pp. 7....S,

ll6

the other writers of his milieu,

Commenting on this separation,

Edmund Wilson writes, "What distinguishes Saroyan from his fellow
pupils [of Hemingway] is the fact that he is not what is called
hard-boiled,"3
Some critics have called Saroyan the Mark Twain of the
twentieth century;4 others have referred to him as a modern Shaw,5
At least· as many have denounced him "as an exhibitionist, an
escapist,_ a slick phony, a sentimental ass, a conceited and immature
hack without tale~t or craft, n 6

Edmund Wilson writes more objectively

•·that at its best Saroyan's writing recalls "the spontaneous songs of
one of those instinctive composers who, with no technical knowledge
of music, manage to finger out lovely melodies, .,7

William J, Fisher's

comment about the place of Saroyan's work in literary history accurately recognizes Saroyan's contributions:
However limiting Saroyan's simplifications might prove,
they none the less contained important truths which had
been lost sight of amidst the earnestness of agitationpropaganda, If Saroyan is given any place in future
literary histories, he should be gredited with helping
to relax ideologically calcified attitudes,8
3wuson, "The Boys in the Ba-:k Room:

William. Saroyan, " p. 697.

4F.Lsher, ''What Ever Happened to Saroyan?" p. 336.
5i3riggs, ~ Professionally Produced Plays of William Saroyan,
p, 17,
6F.i.sher, "What Ever Happened to Saroyan?" p. 336,
7Briggs, The-Professionally Produced Plays of William Saroyan,
p. 17, quoting Edmund Wilson, The Boys in the Back Room:· Notes £!:!.
California Novelists (San Francisco: The Colt Press, 1941), pp. 25-31,
8 Fisher, "What Ever Happened to Saroyan?" p. 337,
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George Jean Nathan points out that all of these critics use much
the same evidence to support their various opinions.9 What longterm recognition Saroyan's writing shall turn out to have cannot
be determined at this point, but the uniqueness of the optimistic
philosophy expressed in his plays and the experimental nature of
many of them have gained him literary attention for the present.
Saroyan's writing has from the beginning been an attempt
to improve the world and the human race.

In fact, Saroyan refers

to himself in the preface to Hello Out There as "the tonic of the
Christian peoples of the world• • • ·•. health, wisdom, and comedy. ulO
However, over the years Saroyan came to realize that "one is one' s
self the human race insofar as the achievement of excellence is
concerned, 1111::carid that he could improve the human race only as much
as he improved himself and those whose lives he touched directly. 12
Saroyan's drama is filled with characters that, living by his
optimism, thus better themselves and the people around them.

The

measure of Saroyan's success in his effort to improve the world
through his drama is limited to the extent of that drama's effect
on its audience.and on Saroyan himself.
9Thomas Quinn Curtiss, ed., The Magic- Mirror: Selected
Writings of George ~ Nathan (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1960),
p. 216.
lOsaroyan, Hello Out There in Razzle Dazzle, p. 353.
llsaroyan, The Bicycle Rider in Beverly Hills, p. 129.
12saroyan, !'!.9.!:, Dying, p. 195.
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· Willli\yn Saroyan's optimism is a departure from the naturalistic
ideologies that so dominate American literature of the first part of
the twentieth century.

This optimism is based on belief in the innate

goodness and volition of man, the power of love, both universal and
• personal, and the acceptability of death.

While naturalism maintains

that man, an innately evil being, is molded by.biological drives and
social conventions and governed by chan_ce and accident, Saroyan holds
that the evil in man is only apparent and that the exercise of free

will is not only possible but inevitable.

Further, Sarbyan believes

·that love in its different forms can cancel the apparent evil and
promote the goodness and freedom of individuals, thereby providing
example for others and hope for the improvement of the world.

Death

is not the final defeat in a meaningless and futile existence, Saroyan
thinks, but the return home, the final refuge, personal triumph, :md
therefore completely acceptable.

The subject of this thesis is to

study the expression of Saroyan's optimism in his drama.

The pro-

cedure involves a review of the biographical factors that fostered
Saroyan's optimism and detailed explication of nine of his plays with
supporting comments based on others.

2

!'.!z Heart's

in the Highlands, The People With Light Coming Out

of ~ • and Chris Sick, along with expository selections from Razzle
Dazzle, effectively portray the aspect of Saroyan's philosophy that
involves belief in the innate goodness of man and volition of _the
individual,

!1z Heart's

in the Highlands reveals the operation of

both of these principles in the lives of the characters,

~

People

With Light Coming Out of Them is an excessive statement of the goodness and beauty of common people,

Chris Sick is concerned with the

uniqueriess and value of the individual who insists on his freedom.
-· The expository selections from Razzle Dazzle reiterate Saroyan's
belief in the power of goodness and volition to improve man,

Other

of Saroyan's plays that are concerped with this aspect of his optimism
include

~

Away .@!! ~•

~

Ego' s House and Sweeney in

~

Trees,

Saroyan's concept of the power of love to foster goodness and
freedom in people and to make the world more beautiful is evident in
~ ~

of Your~• Love's Old Sweet Song, and The Beautiful

People.

In The Time of Your Life, the action of broad, general kind-

ness and of personal love brings out the goodness and beauty in the
characters and frees them to seek fulfillment of their dreams.

Love's

Old Sweet Song shows universal and personal love changing the char·acters in the same ways.
of love though is in

~

The strongest evidence of Saroyan's concept
Beautiful People; a young girl comes to see

the world and its people as even more beautiful than she had thought

3

when she falls in love; and her father is an excellent example
of a man loved by and in love with the universe.
of love is also expressed in
~

!li!!!

Dandy,

~

Saroyan's idea

Cave Dwellers, and

Dogs.
Saroyan's view of death as home, the final. refuge, or

personal triumph is not explicit in fl Decent Birth, !::, HappY Funeral
although this play does see death optimistically.

In Hello Out

There the protagonist's death is a personal triumph, for through
love he meets death with dignity and confidence.

Don't Go Away

· Mad gives dramatic expression to Saroyan's concept of death as· the
return home and the final refuge.

!iY

Heart's

1!::

the Highlands also

expresses the view of death as the- return home.
Saroyan's writing has from the beginning been an attempt to
improve the world and the human race.

However, over the years Saroyan

came to realize that he could improve the human race only as much as
he improved himself and those whose lives he touched directly.

The

measure of Saroyan's success in his effort to improve the world
through his drama is limited to the extent of that drama's effect
on its audience and on Saroyan himst:llf.
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